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The Trans-Himalayan District of Kargil comprises of the South-Western part of Ladakh. 

It derives its name from the second major town of Ladakh viz “Kargil”, which is the 

District Headquarter. The District comprises of a host of valleys, chief among them are 

the Suru, Zanskar, Drass, Shakar Chiktan, Wakha and Lower Indus. The great Himalayan 

Range from its South-Western boundary is crowned by a series of majestic 

snow-capped peaks abounded with astounding glaciers and lush alpine slopes. These 

valleys are fed by tributaries of the Indus river, prominent among them being the Suru, 

Zanskar, Drass rivers and Kanji and Wakha nallas.

Much of the present day Kargil District was once known as “Purig”. The population of 

Kargil is an amalgamation of di�erent ethnic groups like the Indo-Aryans, Dard’s, 

Tibetans and Mons of Northern India.

Mystics, Su�s and hermits have been lured by the solitude and harmony of nature 

from time unknown. The magni�cent Indo-Saracenic and Tibetan architecture 

manifested in Imambaras, Mosques, Khanqahs, Monasteries and hermitages, 

population of these valleys.

Trapone Village
Suru

The majority of the population of Kargil district is Muslim and the rest are mostly 

Buddhists. Ethnically the population can be described as a combination of Balti, 

Dard, and Tibeto Mongolian.

Except Inner Line Permit for Broqpa tribal areas of lower Indus and Chiktan valley 

the District is accessible to all foreign Tourists since 1974. A large number of tourists 

have been visiting the valleys across the district every year.

Kargil by virtue of its location, topography and contiguity with the alpine regions of 

Kashmir, Kishtwar and outlying areas of Himachal Pradesh, is an ideal ground for 

trans-Himalayan trekking along with the ancient trade routes. Diverse ethnic and 

cultural entities inhabit the sparsely spread villages and hamlets dotted along the 

valleys. Besides trekking, the Suru and Zanskar valleys o�er easily accessible 

Himalayan peaks of 7000 mtr. where tourists can indulge in river rafting, angling 

and rock climbing.



KARGIL TOWN 
(2704 mtr.)

Kargil, 204 kms. from Srinagar, is the second largest town of Ladakh. The town is 

located at the junction where roads from Leh, Srinagar, Skardu (Baltistan) and 

Zanskar meet, for that reason caravans from China, Turkey, Yarqand, Afghanistan 

and the Indian plains used to pass through Kargil in the past.

They used to trade in tea, wool, carpets, tobacco, silk and precious stones. All that 

now remains of that once-�ourishing tra�c are the ruins of caravan-sarais. Situated 

at an equidistant point from Srinagar, Leh, Padum (Zanskar) and Skardo (Baltistan), 

Kargil remained as an important Station on the ancient routes of trade between 

China, Central Asia and India. Since 1974, when the area was opened for foreign 

tourists, Kargil has regained its importance and has established itself as an 

important Tourist destination. Kargil is also the starting point for the Zanskar valley 

and Leh, places of extreme beauty and tranquility.

The Kargil town is situated on the con�uence of River Suru and Wakha nallah at an 

altitude of 2704 mtr. with a population of over 20,000 people. While in Kargil, soak in 

the scenery, especially in Barn and Poyen. There are picturesque walks to the river and 

the nearby Goma Kargil. It also serves as a base for visiting Drass, the 1999 war sites, 

Mulbekh, the Suru valley and Zanskar. It is also the base station for several trekking, 

river-rafting and mountaineering expeditions. The town has well served Tourist 

Bungalows and also private Hotels providing both budget and high class 

accommodation with modern amenities, sightseeing is also organized by the local 

Travel Agents and Hoteliers.

Kargil Town
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Places to visit around the Town

} The Baroo Khanqah:
 There is a medieval Muslim Shrine here. It is very popular and famous. It was built 

during the era of Hazrat Syed Muhammad Nur Bakhshi or Hazrat Mir Shams ud Din 
Iraqi.

} Goma Kargil: (4 kms.)
 Walking uphill on a well laid motorable road running through the slope, one can 

enjoy the superb view of the town and its surroundings, Central Asian Museum, 
Kargil a privately owned museum in Lankore area, displaying old artifacts of the 
Silk Route trade era is worth to visit.

} Poyen and Bagh-e-khoumaini
 Across the river Suru is situated the ancient village of Poyen. While walking 

through the village to the Plateau of Baghi Khoumaini, or the bypass, one can revel 
in the picturesque scenery o�ered by Kargil town and its surrounding settlements.

} Hundurman Broq:
 Hundurman Broq is an ancient village at a distance of around 10-12 kms. north 

of Kargil Town near the LOC. It is becoming popular among the visiting Tourists, 
as the village was captured by Indian Soldiers during 1971 Indo-Pak con�ict.   
The structural design of ancient buildings and museum of antiques/artifacts 
re-created at the village are certainly worth to visit.

} General Information.

 • Area : 14,036 sq. kms.

 • Population : 150000 (approx)

 • Language : Purigi, Balti, Shina, Brogskat and Zanskari

 • Ethnic Groups :  Baliti, Dard,  Tibeto-Dard, Tibeto-Mongolian.

 • Altitude : Average 3500 Mtrs.

 • Temperature : Max.  Min.

     Summer 25 °C   8 °C

      Winter -5 °C -20 °C

      Rainfall  6” Annually.

} Accommodation
 Accommodation in all ranges both under public and private sector is available 

at Kargil and all other popular Tourist spots of the District.

} Medical facilities
 A fully equipped District Hospital of 100 beds operates at Kargil Dispensaries 

and Medical Aid Centers operate at all important stations and villages, besides 
many private clinics and chemists are available in the main market.

} Banks/ATMs
 • State Bank of India at Kargil District Headquarter, Drass, Shargole, Shakar
  (Chicktan) and Padum Zanskar.
 • Jammu and Kashmir Bank at Kargil, Drass, Sankoo, Akchamal,
  Trespone, and Padum Zanskar.
 • J&K State Co-Operative Bank at Kargil
 • ICICI and HDFC Bank at Kargil
 • Tele Communication Services

• Internet cafe’s and STD, ISD PCOs are available in Kargil Town.

} Important Telephone numbers in Kargil.
 • Kargil STD Code 01985

 • Padum (Zanskar) STD Code 01983
 • District Collector (Dy. Commissioner C.E.O LAHDC) Kargil 232216   

 • Foreigners Registration O�cer, (Sr. Superintendent of Police, Kargil) 232645 

 • District Hospital Kargil 232382

 • Asstt. Director Tourism Kargil 232721

 • Police Station Kargil 232210

 • Manager SRTC Kargil 232394

} Travel Agencies
 Several Registered Travel Agencies organize sightseeing and camping in and 

around Kargil.

} PASHKUM:
 15 kms. from Kargil on the Leh road falls the historical village of Pashkum. The 

enchanting Ruins of castles on hillocks, reminds one of the past glories of the 
place. The forts now in ruins are:

} The Chuli-Khar

 The Chuli-Khar fort was built by Habib Khan, King of Pashkum (1665-1695).

 Its ruins can be seen atop a hillock in the Khardung hamlet. There used to be a 
polo ground at the foot of this hillock, by the banks of the river. People have now 
built houses and �elds on it.

} The Broq Khar
 The Broq Khar was built by Kheva Khi Lde (Aldey), Dard chieftain. This ancient 

fort is now in ruins.

} Mulbekh:
 Mulbekh is a small valley at a distance of 42 kms. from Kargil, on Kargil-Leh road 

(highway). It is a Buddhist village. The main attraction of Mulbekh is a 9 meter 
7th century rock sculpture of the ‘Maitreya’, (the future Buddha) and a 
Monastery with beautiful wall painting and statues. Among other ancient 
monuments there are remains of a fort. The Mulbekh Khar sits atop the 
Halo-bark cli�. On occasion it was the capital of the kings of Ladakh. The rest of 
the time it was the headquarters of provincial Governors. King Tashi Namgiyal 
(c.18th century) constructed this fort. It was set on �re during Zorawar Singh’s 
invasion (c.1835). Now it lies in ruins.

} Shargole:
 A picturesque village about 35 kms. on the right side of Kargil-Leh road with a 

mixed population of Buddhists and Muslims. The main attraction of Shargole is 
a small cave monastery perched in a cli�. The interior of this small monastery 
has very beautiful wall paintings.

 An exciting four-days trek from Shergole leads to Sura Valley passing through 
Sapi La and Rusila Passes, into the Suru Valley. Sapi, a high-altitude village, has a 
mixed Muslim-Buddhist population and lies between the two passes. From 
Rusila one can trek either to Sankoo or, southwards, through the glacier-to 
Rangdum village and monastery.

} Fokar Urgyen Dzong:
 In a side valley of Fokar about 8 kms. further upstream from Shargole is the cave 

monastery of Urgyen Dzong, the famous meditation retreat of Guru 
Padmasambhava. The hermitage is tucked away behind an amazing natural 
mountain fortress.

 Handprints of this great saint and some other natural �gures can be seen here.

 Devotees gather here on the 10th day of the 5th month of the Tibetan calendar 
to mark the birthday of the Guru.

} Rgyal Wakha:
 Further upstream of Mulbekh is the picturesque Rgyal village tucked away in a 

vertical cli� rising high above the lush valley �oor. From afar the village looks 
like a beehive and o�ers breathtaking view of the surrounding vistas.

} Bodhkharboo:
 Another spot of Tourist Attraction in the area of Chiktan is Bodhkharboo, home 

to traditional heritage of folk songs and folk dances. Serthod Dance is famous 
here, which they perform on New Year’s Day, ‘Losar’ and marriage ceremonies. A 
number of trekking routes diverge from here. Sangnak Chodling Monastery is 
also worth to visit.

} Henaskote:
 At a distance of about 85 kms. from Kargil, Hinaskote is another historical village 

with ruins of famous fort atop the hill. The village is the take o� point for the 
famous 5 days trek from Hinaskote—Kanji-Rangdum-(upper Suru Valley). There 
is also an old Lhakhang associated with Lotsawa Rinchen Zangpo (11th 
Century).

 New Tourist circuit in Kargil District (J&K)

 Brokpa Tribal Areas of Batalik, Darchiks and Garkone.

• Location and Topography.

 These villages are situated on the banks of the gorgeous river Indus. The Ladakh 
range of mountains run parallel to its eastern bank while last stretches of 
Zanskar mountain chain separates this valley with Suru river basin and Kargil. 
The valley is comparatively moderate and warm to bear a variety of fruit trees 
like apricot, grapes, apples etc. The whole of lower Indus valley is inhabited by 
the Brokpa tribals an isolated and con�ned ethnic group of Dard origin. They 
have a hitherto well preserved and unique cultural identity. Their dress, food 
habits socio-economic and day to day life is quite di�erent from other parts of 
Ladakh. Most of their social customs are peculiar. ‘Shukpa’ (pencil cedar) is used 
to purify one’s body, soul and households.

 There are festivals and ceremonies for every social occasion, be it birth, death, 
sowing or harvesting. In a weeklong festival called Bonona they recite hymns 
depicting their ancestor’s exodus from Brushel-Gilgit area and history of 
colonization of the present villages. It is believed to be an important part of 
their history.

 By belief the tribe used to follow a form of ancestor worship along with fairies 
and super natural things. Presently most of them have opted Buddhism and 
some villages profess Islam.

 The tribals here are very fond of �owers. Besides decorating their dresses with 
corals, beads, needles and coins, they essentially decorate their dresses 
particularly the cap with �owers and colourful ribbons.

• Approach.

 The entire valley remained as a restricted area for entry of foreign nationals. It 
has now recently been derestricted for conducted tours through de�ned 
circuits against Inner Line Permit. There is a well laid motor-able road 
connecting the valley with Kargil and Khalsi (Leh). From Kargil the road crosses 
over a 3800 mtr. pass Hambuting la.

} Shakar Chicktan
• Location and Topography

 Apart from being a separate administrative block of District Kargil, the valley of 
Shakar-Chiktan geographically and culturally holds a unique place in Ladakh. 
The valley is situated between the lower Indus and Suru valley.

• Approach.

 The Srinagar-Kargil-Leh National Highway runs across the upper basin of the 
valley entering through the lofty Namikala (3737 mtr.) and Fotula (4094 mtr.) 
passes. A 29 kms. motor-able road is now laid right up to the con�uence of the 
valley with that of Indus at Sanjak where a bridge connects the Garkone-Khalsi

 road at 55 kms., besides there is also a fair weather road from Lochum (at NH 1D 
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 These villages are situated on the banks of the gorgeous river Indus. The Ladakh 
range of mountains run parallel to its eastern bank while last stretches of 
Zanskar mountain chain separates this valley with Suru river basin and Kargil. 
The valley is comparatively moderate and warm to bear a variety of fruit trees 
like apricot, grapes, apples etc. The whole of lower Indus valley is inhabited by 
the Brokpa tribals an isolated and con�ned ethnic group of Dard origin. They 
have a hitherto well preserved and unique cultural identity. Their dress, food 
habits socio-economic and day to day life is quite di�erent from other parts of 
Ladakh. Most of their social customs are peculiar. ‘Shukpa’ (pencil cedar) is used 
to purify one’s body, soul and households.

 There are festivals and ceremonies for every social occasion, be it birth, death, 
sowing or harvesting. In a weeklong festival called Bonona they recite hymns 
depicting their ancestor’s exodus from Brushel-Gilgit area and history of 
colonization of the present villages. It is believed to be an important part of 
their history.

 By belief the tribe used to follow a form of ancestor worship along with fairies 
and super natural things. Presently most of them have opted Buddhism and 
some villages profess Islam.

 The tribals here are very fond of �owers. Besides decorating their dresses with 
corals, beads, needles and coins, they essentially decorate their dresses 
particularly the cap with �owers and colourful ribbons.

• Approach.

 The entire valley remained as a restricted area for entry of foreign nationals. It 
has now recently been derestricted for conducted tours through de�ned 
circuits against Inner Line Permit. There is a well laid motor-able road 
connecting the valley with Kargil and Khalsi (Leh). From Kargil the road crosses 
over a 3800 mtr. pass Hambuting la.

} Shakar Chicktan
• Location and Topography

 Apart from being a separate administrative block of District Kargil, the valley of 
Shakar-Chiktan geographically and culturally holds a unique place in Ladakh. 
The valley is situated between the lower Indus and Suru valley.

• Approach.

 The Srinagar-Kargil-Leh National Highway runs across the upper basin of the 
valley entering through the lofty Namikala (3737 mtr.) and Fotula (4094 mtr.) 
passes. A 29 kms. motor-able road is now laid right up to the con�uence of the 
valley with that of Indus at Sanjak where a bridge connects the Garkone-Khalsi

 road at 55 kms., besides there is also a fair weather road from Lochum (at NH 1D 

22 kms.) to Sanjak via Kaldang Kildang La. Traditionally the valley is approached 
from Fotula and Namikala from east and south western sides, besides the small 
passes which remain open almost throughout the year for pedestrian travelers.

• The Tourist Attractions.

 People of Tibeto-Dard origin settled along the banks of Kanji Nala and its 
tributaries are dependent on agriculture and live stocks. The male wear long 
woolen Gonchas and ornate woolen sash with day to day requirements like a 
small Yak horn hubble-bubble, a stone �int, a knife and an ornamented spoon 
while the ladies are very fond of silver jewelry with which they adorn their 
woolen dresses including brocade rimmed woolen caps. Traditional folk dances 
and songs are well preserved and displayed on all social occasions; they 
perform their skills whole heartily.

 There are a number of historical monuments throughout the valley.

 Most prominent among them being the Palace Chiktan Razi Khar.

} Chiktan Razi Khar (16th century AD)

 Built this palace on the hillock of the present Khardun Hamlet. The architect was 
Chandan, a resident of Chhorbat or Khapulu. It used to be one of the �nest 
palaces in Ladakh. When Francke visited and photographed it in 1909, it was 
mostly intact. Local villagers vandalized this important Monument due to

 ignorance. The ancient Chiktan village can be found around the palace. There 
was an underground tunnel meant for taking water to the palace from a spring 
located at the foot hill.

} Lha Khang:
 This is one of the Kashmiri/Indian style Buddhist temples constructed by 

Lotsava Rinchen Zangpo. It is in the Zangang neighborhood and is now in a bad 
shape.

 The area is very famous for its rich cultural heritage. The folk songs, folk tales 
and folklores are believed to be the treasure of history of the region. The 
tradition of folk songs and folklores are handed down from father to son and are 
recited on all social occasions and during long winter nights when the elders of 
the family recite these to their younger ones. Songs and tales of socio-political 
system, way of life, passions, tragedies, political upheavals, great occasions and 
heroes of the bygone days, these may include the famous Epic of “Kesar" saga 
which is still narrated with complete accuracy.

 The folk songs are of di�erent background and sung at di�erent occasions:-

 • ‘Rgyang Lho’ Song mainly contains the history of royal families.

 • ‘Che Lho’  Sung on festive occasions like marriage etc.

 • ‘Skit Lho’  Sung to express joy and happiness

 • ‘Jong Lho’  Sung in ordinary gatherings.

 • ‘Zdoook Lho’  Sung to express grief and sorrow.

Chiktan Palace



Places to visit around the Town

} The Baroo Khanqah:
 There is a medieval Muslim Shrine here. It is very popular and famous. It was built 

during the era of Hazrat Syed Muhammad Nur Bakhshi or Hazrat Mir Shams ud Din 
Iraqi.

} Goma Kargil: (4 kms.)
 Walking uphill on a well laid motorable road running through the slope, one can 

enjoy the superb view of the town and its surroundings, Central Asian Museum, 
Kargil a privately owned museum in Lankore area, displaying old artifacts of the 
Silk Route trade era is worth to visit.

} Poyen and Bagh-e-khoumaini
 Across the river Suru is situated the ancient village of Poyen. While walking 

through the village to the Plateau of Baghi Khoumaini, or the bypass, one can revel 
in the picturesque scenery o�ered by Kargil town and its surrounding settlements.

} Hundurman Broq:
 Hundurman Broq is an ancient village at a distance of around 10-12 kms. north 

of Kargil Town near the LOC. It is becoming popular among the visiting Tourists, 
as the village was captured by Indian Soldiers during 1971 Indo-Pak con�ict.   
The structural design of ancient buildings and museum of antiques/artifacts 
re-created at the village are certainly worth to visit.

} General Information.

 • Area : 14,036 sq. kms.

 • Population : 150000 (approx)

 • Language : Purigi, Balti, Shina, Brogskat and Zanskari

 • Ethnic Groups :  Baliti, Dard,  Tibeto-Dard, Tibeto-Mongolian.

 • Altitude : Average 3500 Mtrs.

 • Temperature : Max.  Min.

     Summer 25 °C   8 °C

      Winter -5 °C -20 °C

      Rainfall  6” Annually.

} Accommodation
 Accommodation in all ranges both under public and private sector is available 

at Kargil and all other popular Tourist spots of the District.

} Medical facilities
 A fully equipped District Hospital of 100 beds operates at Kargil Dispensaries 

and Medical Aid Centers operate at all important stations and villages, besides 
many private clinics and chemists are available in the main market.

} Banks/ATMs
 • State Bank of India at Kargil District Headquarter, Drass, Shargole, Shakar
  (Chicktan) and Padum Zanskar.
 • Jammu and Kashmir Bank at Kargil, Drass, Sankoo, Akchamal,
  Trespone, and Padum Zanskar.
 • J&K State Co-Operative Bank at Kargil
 • ICICI and HDFC Bank at Kargil
 • Tele Communication Services

• Internet cafe’s and STD, ISD PCOs are available in Kargil Town.

} Important Telephone numbers in Kargil.
 • Kargil STD Code 01985

 • Padum (Zanskar) STD Code 01983
 • District Collector (Dy. Commissioner C.E.O LAHDC) Kargil 232216   

 • Foreigners Registration O�cer, (Sr. Superintendent of Police, Kargil) 232645 

 • District Hospital Kargil 232382

 • Asstt. Director Tourism Kargil 232721

 • Police Station Kargil 232210

 • Manager SRTC Kargil 232394

} Travel Agencies
 Several Registered Travel Agencies organize sightseeing and camping in and 

around Kargil.

} PASHKUM:
 15 kms. from Kargil on the Leh road falls the historical village of Pashkum. The 

enchanting Ruins of castles on hillocks, reminds one of the past glories of the 
place. The forts now in ruins are:

} The Chuli-Khar

 The Chuli-Khar fort was built by Habib Khan, King of Pashkum (1665-1695).

 Its ruins can be seen atop a hillock in the Khardung hamlet. There used to be a 
polo ground at the foot of this hillock, by the banks of the river. People have now 
built houses and �elds on it.

} The Broq Khar
 The Broq Khar was built by Kheva Khi Lde (Aldey), Dard chieftain. This ancient 

fort is now in ruins.

} Mulbekh:
 Mulbekh is a small valley at a distance of 42 kms. from Kargil, on Kargil-Leh road 

(highway). It is a Buddhist village. The main attraction of Mulbekh is a 9 meter 
7th century rock sculpture of the ‘Maitreya’, (the future Buddha) and a 
Monastery with beautiful wall painting and statues. Among other ancient 
monuments there are remains of a fort. The Mulbekh Khar sits atop the 
Halo-bark cli�. On occasion it was the capital of the kings of Ladakh. The rest of 
the time it was the headquarters of provincial Governors. King Tashi Namgiyal 
(c.18th century) constructed this fort. It was set on �re during Zorawar Singh’s 
invasion (c.1835). Now it lies in ruins.

} Shargole:
 A picturesque village about 35 kms. on the right side of Kargil-Leh road with a 

mixed population of Buddhists and Muslims. The main attraction of Shargole is 
a small cave monastery perched in a cli�. The interior of this small monastery 
has very beautiful wall paintings.

 An exciting four-days trek from Shergole leads to Sura Valley passing through 
Sapi La and Rusila Passes, into the Suru Valley. Sapi, a high-altitude village, has a 
mixed Muslim-Buddhist population and lies between the two passes. From 
Rusila one can trek either to Sankoo or, southwards, through the glacier-to 
Rangdum village and monastery.

} Fokar Urgyen Dzong:
 In a side valley of Fokar about 8 kms. further upstream from Shargole is the cave 

monastery of Urgyen Dzong, the famous meditation retreat of Guru 
Padmasambhava. The hermitage is tucked away behind an amazing natural 
mountain fortress.

 Handprints of this great saint and some other natural �gures can be seen here.

 Devotees gather here on the 10th day of the 5th month of the Tibetan calendar 
to mark the birthday of the Guru.

} Rgyal Wakha:
 Further upstream of Mulbekh is the picturesque Rgyal village tucked away in a 

vertical cli� rising high above the lush valley �oor. From afar the village looks 
like a beehive and o�ers breathtaking view of the surrounding vistas.

} Bodhkharboo:
 Another spot of Tourist Attraction in the area of Chiktan is Bodhkharboo, home 

to traditional heritage of folk songs and folk dances. Serthod Dance is famous 
here, which they perform on New Year’s Day, ‘Losar’ and marriage ceremonies. A 
number of trekking routes diverge from here. Sangnak Chodling Monastery is 
also worth to visit.

} Henaskote:
 At a distance of about 85 kms. from Kargil, Hinaskote is another historical village 

with ruins of famous fort atop the hill. The village is the take o� point for the 
famous 5 days trek from Hinaskote—Kanji-Rangdum-(upper Suru Valley). There 
is also an old Lhakhang associated with Lotsawa Rinchen Zangpo (11th 
Century).

 New Tourist circuit in Kargil District (J&K)

 Brokpa Tribal Areas of Batalik, Darchiks and Garkone.

• Location and Topography.

 These villages are situated on the banks of the gorgeous river Indus. The Ladakh 
range of mountains run parallel to its eastern bank while last stretches of 
Zanskar mountain chain separates this valley with Suru river basin and Kargil. 
The valley is comparatively moderate and warm to bear a variety of fruit trees 
like apricot, grapes, apples etc. The whole of lower Indus valley is inhabited by 
the Brokpa tribals an isolated and con�ned ethnic group of Dard origin. They 
have a hitherto well preserved and unique cultural identity. Their dress, food 
habits socio-economic and day to day life is quite di�erent from other parts of 
Ladakh. Most of their social customs are peculiar. ‘Shukpa’ (pencil cedar) is used 
to purify one’s body, soul and households.

 There are festivals and ceremonies for every social occasion, be it birth, death, 
sowing or harvesting. In a weeklong festival called Bonona they recite hymns 
depicting their ancestor’s exodus from Brushel-Gilgit area and history of 
colonization of the present villages. It is believed to be an important part of 
their history.

 By belief the tribe used to follow a form of ancestor worship along with fairies 
and super natural things. Presently most of them have opted Buddhism and 
some villages profess Islam.

 The tribals here are very fond of �owers. Besides decorating their dresses with 
corals, beads, needles and coins, they essentially decorate their dresses 
particularly the cap with �owers and colourful ribbons.

• Approach.

 The entire valley remained as a restricted area for entry of foreign nationals. It 
has now recently been derestricted for conducted tours through de�ned 
circuits against Inner Line Permit. There is a well laid motor-able road 
connecting the valley with Kargil and Khalsi (Leh). From Kargil the road crosses 
over a 3800 mtr. pass Hambuting la.

} Shakar Chicktan
• Location and Topography

 Apart from being a separate administrative block of District Kargil, the valley of 
Shakar-Chiktan geographically and culturally holds a unique place in Ladakh. 
The valley is situated between the lower Indus and Suru valley.

• Approach.

 The Srinagar-Kargil-Leh National Highway runs across the upper basin of the 
valley entering through the lofty Namikala (3737 mtr.) and Fotula (4094 mtr.) 
passes. A 29 kms. motor-able road is now laid right up to the con�uence of the 
valley with that of Indus at Sanjak where a bridge connects the Garkone-Khalsi

 road at 55 kms., besides there is also a fair weather road from Lochum (at NH 1D 

} Kukshow
 The �rst village believed to be set up by the famous Dard coloniser. 

‘Thathakhan' Kukshow has been the cradle of diverse folk traditions folk songs 
and dances. Famous among the folk dances are Mendoq Ltanmo (�ower 
Festival) and ‘Shonglho’. In these dances only unmarried boys and girls 
participate. Holding �ower in their hands decorated on a stick they present it to 
the gods and goddesses with a beautiful song. This portrays their pleasure on 
the arrival of summer after a con�ned winter. The village is now connected by a 
fair weather road from Chiktan.

} Other Activities.
 A number of trekking routes o�er pleasant short treks:- 

 Trek Route

 • Lochum-Karit-Lamsu-Yoqma Kharboo-
  Chiktan-Kukshow-Dargo-Achinathang  (7 Days)

 • Kargil-Hambutingla-Shashi Tso-Lamso-Shakar-Chiktan (3 Days)

 • Lochum-Tacha-shakar-Chiktan (2 Days)

 • Samrah-Kukshow-Dargo-Achina (2 Days)

 • Samrah-Hammer La-Takmachi (2 Days)

 •  Nunamchay-Hagnis-Chiktan  (3 Days)

 • Pashkum-Shashi Tso-Lamsu - Yoqinakharboo-Chiktan (3 Days)

 • Lhalung- Shashi Tso-Lamsu- Yogmakharboo-Chiktan (2 Days)

 • Bodhkharboo-Ledo (2 Days)

 • Bodhkharboo-Takmachik (2 Days)

 • Bodhkharboo - Rangdum Via Serbatanla (Wakha Rong) (5 Days)

Shafat Marwah
Trek Route

} THE DRASS VALLEY
 Drass Proper (3,230 mtr.)

 A small tranquil town on the highway, 60 kms. from Kargil on Kargil-Srinagar 
road, it is said to be the second coldest permanently inhabited place in the 
world (after Siberia). In winters the temperature can drop down to minus -45 °C. 
The wind chill factor is even greater. In summer, however Drass can be quite 
pleasant. Till September, it can get positively hot by noon.

 The people of Drass for centuries have known how to cross the snow-covered 
Zojila Pass in early winter and spring. This gave them an unrivalled position as 
porters in the trade with Central Asia.

 Drass has a polo playing tradition and is emerging as an ice hockey center in 
winter. Camping and hiking around Drass are very pleasurable. It is also the 
starting point for three days trek to Suru valley via Umbala terminating in the 
beautiful valley of Sankoo and which can also be continued to Mulbekh via 
Rusila making it 5 days from Drass to Shargole / Mulbekh Drass region is also an 
excellent area for Himalayan brown bear sightings.

} Other Tourist attractions of Drass are- 
 - Draupadi Kund:

 Legendry “Draupadi Kund” pond, (75 kms. from Kargil) on Kargil-Srinagar 
Highway is another attraction especially for domestic tourists.

 - Bhembat:

 5 kms. ahead of Drass, there is a place related to Hindu mythology. The Bhim 
Stone at Bhimbat is a rock believed to be solidi�ed body of Bhim. The rock is 
revered by the locals even today.

 Being easily accessible from road side, the place is gaining popularity.

 - Rock Curving at Stiaqsbo

 2 kms. before Drass proper there are images carved in relief on stone blocks, 
which stands besides the Kargil-Srinagar Highway, representing Maitreya and 
Avalokiteshvara Prominently.

 Besides private hotels and guest houses there is a Tourist Bungalow of J&K 
Tourism Dept. comprising of two suits and eight double bedded rooms with 
catering facilities.

 A number of shops sell day to day consumables. There are a number of eating 
places and tea shops in the market. A Police post and a Hospital is also located 
here. All Foreign tourists entering Kargil (Ladakh) are registered here at the 
Tourist Registration Counter of J&K Tourism Department.

 - War Sites

 Drass has now gained popularity other than being the second coldest inhabited 
place in the world, all due to the television coverage during Con�ict of 1999. The 
famous war sites are:
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• Tiger Hill

It is a peak which can be seen from Tourist Bungalow Drass itself. It is not the 
highest peak in the area. However, since there are no high hills around it, Tiger Hill 
stands out. Look North West from the Tourist Bungalow for a captivating view of it. 
This famous battleground in the hill is taller, and thus more majestic, than its 
neighbours.

The slopes of Tiger Hill are grazing grounds. The mountain is situated between 
Mushkoo valley and Marpochu valley. The lower end of these are pastures, and are 
roughly half kilometer from the road that connects these two villages.

• Mushkoo (3180 mtr.)

The Mushkoo river feeds the w hole valley and joins Drass river 1 km. upstream from 
Drass town. Mushkoo village is 8 kms. from Drass township, via, Holiyal. The valley 
has become famous since it played a vital role as a battle�eld during 1999 War. It is 
also the base for Tiger Hill. There is an alternative road connecting Drass with Gurais 
valley to the west, but movement is subject to permission.

• Totaling (4590 mtr.) 

Tololing is a ridge-line. The Army has given the peaks of this ridge with names like 
‘Hump’ and ‘Three pimples’. A �fty minute trek will take you to the Tololing foothill.

- The Suru valley

The Suru valley is one of the most beautiful fertile valley in the Western Himalayan 
region with its own unique culture. It extends from Kargil towards Pensi La in south 
for a length of 150 kms. The valley consists of world famous Nun (7137 mtr.) and 
Kun (7035 mtr.) peaks.

The Nun-Kun massif o�ers an excellent combination of alpine slopes, ridges, glacial 
formations and majestic peaks for adventure lovers. A sub range straddling across 
the Suru Valley, separating the main valley from the Parkachik ravine provides an 
excellent saddle like pass (13000ft.) for a day long trekking over to Parkachik.

Right from Kargil, the lower most portion of the Suru valley, to the source of the 
river at Penzila a motor-able road takes one through heart throbbing scenic 
splendour.

Karsha Pipiting
In Autumn



Places to visit around the Town

} The Baroo Khanqah:
 There is a medieval Muslim Shrine here. It is very popular and famous. It was built 

during the era of Hazrat Syed Muhammad Nur Bakhshi or Hazrat Mir Shams ud Din 
Iraqi.

} Goma Kargil: (4 kms.)
 Walking uphill on a well laid motorable road running through the slope, one can 

enjoy the superb view of the town and its surroundings, Central Asian Museum, 
Kargil a privately owned museum in Lankore area, displaying old artifacts of the 
Silk Route trade era is worth to visit.

} Poyen and Bagh-e-khoumaini
 Across the river Suru is situated the ancient village of Poyen. While walking 

through the village to the Plateau of Baghi Khoumaini, or the bypass, one can revel 
in the picturesque scenery o�ered by Kargil town and its surrounding settlements.

} Hundurman Broq:
 Hundurman Broq is an ancient village at a distance of around 10-12 kms. north 

of Kargil Town near the LOC. It is becoming popular among the visiting Tourists, 
as the village was captured by Indian Soldiers during 1971 Indo-Pak con�ict.   
The structural design of ancient buildings and museum of antiques/artifacts 
re-created at the village are certainly worth to visit.

} General Information.

 • Area : 14,036 sq. kms.

 • Population : 150000 (approx)

 • Language : Purigi, Balti, Shina, Brogskat and Zanskari

 • Ethnic Groups :  Baliti, Dard,  Tibeto-Dard, Tibeto-Mongolian.

 • Altitude : Average 3500 Mtrs.

 • Temperature : Max.  Min.

     Summer 25 °C   8 °C

      Winter -5 °C -20 °C

      Rainfall  6” Annually.

} Accommodation
 Accommodation in all ranges both under public and private sector is available 

at Kargil and all other popular Tourist spots of the District.

} Medical facilities
 A fully equipped District Hospital of 100 beds operates at Kargil Dispensaries 

and Medical Aid Centers operate at all important stations and villages, besides 
many private clinics and chemists are available in the main market.

} Banks/ATMs
 • State Bank of India at Kargil District Headquarter, Drass, Shargole, Shakar
  (Chicktan) and Padum Zanskar.
 • Jammu and Kashmir Bank at Kargil, Drass, Sankoo, Akchamal,
  Trespone, and Padum Zanskar.
 • J&K State Co-Operative Bank at Kargil
 • ICICI and HDFC Bank at Kargil
 • Tele Communication Services

• Internet cafe’s and STD, ISD PCOs are available in Kargil Town.

} Important Telephone numbers in Kargil.
 • Kargil STD Code 01985

 • Padum (Zanskar) STD Code 01983
 • District Collector (Dy. Commissioner C.E.O LAHDC) Kargil 232216   

 • Foreigners Registration O�cer, (Sr. Superintendent of Police, Kargil) 232645 

 • District Hospital Kargil 232382

 • Asstt. Director Tourism Kargil 232721

 • Police Station Kargil 232210

 • Manager SRTC Kargil 232394

} Travel Agencies
 Several Registered Travel Agencies organize sightseeing and camping in and 

around Kargil.

} PASHKUM:
 15 kms. from Kargil on the Leh road falls the historical village of Pashkum. The 

enchanting Ruins of castles on hillocks, reminds one of the past glories of the 
place. The forts now in ruins are:

} The Chuli-Khar

 The Chuli-Khar fort was built by Habib Khan, King of Pashkum (1665-1695).

 Its ruins can be seen atop a hillock in the Khardung hamlet. There used to be a 
polo ground at the foot of this hillock, by the banks of the river. People have now 
built houses and �elds on it.

} The Broq Khar
 The Broq Khar was built by Kheva Khi Lde (Aldey), Dard chieftain. This ancient 

fort is now in ruins.

} Mulbekh:
 Mulbekh is a small valley at a distance of 42 kms. from Kargil, on Kargil-Leh road 

(highway). It is a Buddhist village. The main attraction of Mulbekh is a 9 meter 
7th century rock sculpture of the ‘Maitreya’, (the future Buddha) and a 
Monastery with beautiful wall painting and statues. Among other ancient 
monuments there are remains of a fort. The Mulbekh Khar sits atop the 
Halo-bark cli�. On occasion it was the capital of the kings of Ladakh. The rest of 
the time it was the headquarters of provincial Governors. King Tashi Namgiyal 
(c.18th century) constructed this fort. It was set on �re during Zorawar Singh’s 
invasion (c.1835). Now it lies in ruins.

} Shargole:
 A picturesque village about 35 kms. on the right side of Kargil-Leh road with a 

mixed population of Buddhists and Muslims. The main attraction of Shargole is 
a small cave monastery perched in a cli�. The interior of this small monastery 
has very beautiful wall paintings.

 An exciting four-days trek from Shergole leads to Sura Valley passing through 
Sapi La and Rusila Passes, into the Suru Valley. Sapi, a high-altitude village, has a 
mixed Muslim-Buddhist population and lies between the two passes. From 
Rusila one can trek either to Sankoo or, southwards, through the glacier-to 
Rangdum village and monastery.

} Fokar Urgyen Dzong:
 In a side valley of Fokar about 8 kms. further upstream from Shargole is the cave 

monastery of Urgyen Dzong, the famous meditation retreat of Guru 
Padmasambhava. The hermitage is tucked away behind an amazing natural 
mountain fortress.

 Handprints of this great saint and some other natural �gures can be seen here.

 Devotees gather here on the 10th day of the 5th month of the Tibetan calendar 
to mark the birthday of the Guru.

} Rgyal Wakha:
 Further upstream of Mulbekh is the picturesque Rgyal village tucked away in a 

vertical cli� rising high above the lush valley �oor. From afar the village looks 
like a beehive and o�ers breathtaking view of the surrounding vistas.

} Bodhkharboo:
 Another spot of Tourist Attraction in the area of Chiktan is Bodhkharboo, home 

to traditional heritage of folk songs and folk dances. Serthod Dance is famous 
here, which they perform on New Year’s Day, ‘Losar’ and marriage ceremonies. A 
number of trekking routes diverge from here. Sangnak Chodling Monastery is 
also worth to visit.

} Henaskote:
 At a distance of about 85 kms. from Kargil, Hinaskote is another historical village 

with ruins of famous fort atop the hill. The village is the take o� point for the 
famous 5 days trek from Hinaskote—Kanji-Rangdum-(upper Suru Valley). There 
is also an old Lhakhang associated with Lotsawa Rinchen Zangpo (11th 
Century).

 New Tourist circuit in Kargil District (J&K)

 Brokpa Tribal Areas of Batalik, Darchiks and Garkone.

• Location and Topography.

 These villages are situated on the banks of the gorgeous river Indus. The Ladakh 
range of mountains run parallel to its eastern bank while last stretches of 
Zanskar mountain chain separates this valley with Suru river basin and Kargil. 
The valley is comparatively moderate and warm to bear a variety of fruit trees 
like apricot, grapes, apples etc. The whole of lower Indus valley is inhabited by 
the Brokpa tribals an isolated and con�ned ethnic group of Dard origin. They 
have a hitherto well preserved and unique cultural identity. Their dress, food 
habits socio-economic and day to day life is quite di�erent from other parts of 
Ladakh. Most of their social customs are peculiar. ‘Shukpa’ (pencil cedar) is used 
to purify one’s body, soul and households.

 There are festivals and ceremonies for every social occasion, be it birth, death, 
sowing or harvesting. In a weeklong festival called Bonona they recite hymns 
depicting their ancestor’s exodus from Brushel-Gilgit area and history of 
colonization of the present villages. It is believed to be an important part of 
their history.

 By belief the tribe used to follow a form of ancestor worship along with fairies 
and super natural things. Presently most of them have opted Buddhism and 
some villages profess Islam.

 The tribals here are very fond of �owers. Besides decorating their dresses with 
corals, beads, needles and coins, they essentially decorate their dresses 
particularly the cap with �owers and colourful ribbons.

• Approach.

 The entire valley remained as a restricted area for entry of foreign nationals. It 
has now recently been derestricted for conducted tours through de�ned 
circuits against Inner Line Permit. There is a well laid motor-able road 
connecting the valley with Kargil and Khalsi (Leh). From Kargil the road crosses 
over a 3800 mtr. pass Hambuting la.

} Shakar Chicktan
• Location and Topography

 Apart from being a separate administrative block of District Kargil, the valley of 
Shakar-Chiktan geographically and culturally holds a unique place in Ladakh. 
The valley is situated between the lower Indus and Suru valley.

• Approach.

 The Srinagar-Kargil-Leh National Highway runs across the upper basin of the 
valley entering through the lofty Namikala (3737 mtr.) and Fotula (4094 mtr.) 
passes. A 29 kms. motor-able road is now laid right up to the con�uence of the 
valley with that of Indus at Sanjak where a bridge connects the Garkone-Khalsi

 road at 55 kms., besides there is also a fair weather road from Lochum (at NH 1D 

The valley is dotted with picturesque human settlements, lush green �elds and 
colourful �owers.

Major Tourist spots in the Suru valley are:-

• Minji

The �rst large village of Suru valley at a distance of 8 kms. from Kargil town with 
green landscape and dense plantation. The village is a popular jogging and picnic 
spot. A number of shops sell day to day consumables and essential items. Suitable 
accommodation in private sector is also available.

• Trespone (Lonchay)

A picturesque village, 22 kms. from Kargil is the seat of the famous Imambarah 
perched atop a hillock. Saracenic and Tibetan elements of architecture and location 
are re�ected in its construction. A viewing tower with accommodation facilities has 
also been created by the tourism Dept. adjacent to the Imambada. Trespone is also 
well known for its wood craft, bow making and Islamic calligraphy.

• Biamakhumboo

An early rock relief on the road side represents Avaloketeshvara �anked by two 
goddesses. There is a two-line Tibetan inscription on the rock. As is the rule with 
Tibetan-style rock carving, this sculpture is in low relief.

•  Sankoo

A township and block headquarter (42 kms.) from Kargil is an amphitheater of 
dense plantation. It is a base for a four day trek to Shargole/Mulbekh over the Rusila 
(4950 mtr.) through the beautiful Phulungma. A 7th century 7 mtr. tall colossal 
Buddha Statue of Karchay Khar can be visited at an hour’s walking distance. 
Another trek leads through the Nakpochu (Black water) Nalah over Umbala (3350 
mtr.) to Drass (3 days). This trek is now being developed as an alternative highway 
between Drass and Sankoo. A popular pilgrim place of Karpokhar shrine of a 
Muslim scholar Saint Syed Mir Hashim is also in the vicinity of Sankoo.

There are a couple of tea stalls around the bus stop - a Police Post, sub district 
hospital and PWD rest house is also located at this place. The Deptt. of Tourism is 
having a four roomed Tourist Bungalow with catering facilities here. There is a small 
market selling essentials and a few eateries.

• Karchay Khar.

This village is famous for its 7 mtr. high Rock Carving of Chamba the Maitreya idol 
of the future Buddha near this village. This rock carving in deep relief is believed to 
be older than the one at Mulbekh. It is slightly smaller than that at Mulbekh but just 
as impressive. The sculpture faces River Phulungma.

Ruined palace, Karchay Khar used to be the winter capital of the kings of Suru 
Karchay. The old palace was burnt during Zorawar Singh’s attack in 1834. There is an 

18th century mosque nearby. It was constructed at the behest of the mother of 
King Thi Mohammad Sultan. Craftsmen and masons were brought over from 
Kashmir for its construction. The original mosque got burnt along with the palace 
around 1834-35. The mosque now rebuilt is fairly ordinary. In 1980’s it was 
renovated extensively.

• Purtikchay

At the opening of the upper Suru Valley this village is situated at 56 kms. from 
Kargil. One can get a superb view of the Suru Valley with majestic peaks of Nun and 
Kun in the background. The Tourism

Dept. has put a two roomed Bungalow with dormitory at this location which 
provides a breathtaking view of Suru Valley and the Nun Kun massif.

• Damsna (61 kms.)

Beautiful camping and picnic place near the river bank. The spring here is 
developed as a reservoir for encouraging �shing. It o�ers a �ne view of Nun-Kun 
Peaks. It is the terminating point for Rafting in Suru River. The site is also good for 
camping. Angling around the river is very popular. A license for it can be had from 
the Fisheries Dept. at Kargil.

• Tai Suru (65 kms.)

This village is prominent by its glittering minars of Imambaras and Mosque. It is the 
block headquarter.

• Panikhar (67 kms.)

Is the base station for undertaking mountaineering and trekking around Suru valley 
as well as to inner Ladakh and Kashmir valley.

It has now becoming a township. A number of shops and tea stalls have come up 
along with a couple of hotels here during the recent years. All of them provide 
rooms and dormitory accommodation at reasonable rates.

There is a sub Health Centre and Tourist Bungalow with catering facilities.

• Tangole (75 kms.)

A cluster of hamlets on Kargil-Padum road. It is the take o� point for the 
mountaineering expeditions to famous Nun-Kun peaks who attempt to climb Nun 
peak from West ridge and North ridge. Besides an unnamed peak D.41 (5600 mtr.), 
after a 3 hour ascend uphill one reaches the Base Camp for these expeditions. 

The river Suru disappears in a deep rock conduit at this place. The inhabitants are 
tough mountain climbers tamed by the harsh and extreme climatic and 
topographic conditions, these born mountaineers are rendering good service to 
the climbers in the capacity of high altitude porters/guides.



Places to visit around the Town

} The Baroo Khanqah:
 There is a medieval Muslim Shrine here. It is very popular and famous. It was built 

during the era of Hazrat Syed Muhammad Nur Bakhshi or Hazrat Mir Shams ud Din 
Iraqi.

} Goma Kargil: (4 kms.)
 Walking uphill on a well laid motorable road running through the slope, one can 

enjoy the superb view of the town and its surroundings, Central Asian Museum, 
Kargil a privately owned museum in Lankore area, displaying old artifacts of the 
Silk Route trade era is worth to visit.

} Poyen and Bagh-e-khoumaini
 Across the river Suru is situated the ancient village of Poyen. While walking 

through the village to the Plateau of Baghi Khoumaini, or the bypass, one can revel 
in the picturesque scenery o�ered by Kargil town and its surrounding settlements.

} Hundurman Broq:
 Hundurman Broq is an ancient village at a distance of around 10-12 kms. north 

of Kargil Town near the LOC. It is becoming popular among the visiting Tourists, 
as the village was captured by Indian Soldiers during 1971 Indo-Pak con�ict.   
The structural design of ancient buildings and museum of antiques/artifacts 
re-created at the village are certainly worth to visit.

} General Information.

 • Area : 14,036 sq. kms.

 • Population : 150000 (approx)

 • Language : Purigi, Balti, Shina, Brogskat and Zanskari

 • Ethnic Groups :  Baliti, Dard,  Tibeto-Dard, Tibeto-Mongolian.

 • Altitude : Average 3500 Mtrs.

 • Temperature : Max.  Min.

     Summer 25 °C   8 °C

      Winter -5 °C -20 °C

      Rainfall  6” Annually.

} Accommodation
 Accommodation in all ranges both under public and private sector is available 

at Kargil and all other popular Tourist spots of the District.

} Medical facilities
 A fully equipped District Hospital of 100 beds operates at Kargil Dispensaries 

and Medical Aid Centers operate at all important stations and villages, besides 
many private clinics and chemists are available in the main market.

} Banks/ATMs
 • State Bank of India at Kargil District Headquarter, Drass, Shargole, Shakar
  (Chicktan) and Padum Zanskar.
 • Jammu and Kashmir Bank at Kargil, Drass, Sankoo, Akchamal,
  Trespone, and Padum Zanskar.
 • J&K State Co-Operative Bank at Kargil
 • ICICI and HDFC Bank at Kargil
 • Tele Communication Services

• Internet cafe’s and STD, ISD PCOs are available in Kargil Town.

} Important Telephone numbers in Kargil.
 • Kargil STD Code 01985

 • Padum (Zanskar) STD Code 01983
 • District Collector (Dy. Commissioner C.E.O LAHDC) Kargil 232216   

 • Foreigners Registration O�cer, (Sr. Superintendent of Police, Kargil) 232645 

 • District Hospital Kargil 232382

 • Asstt. Director Tourism Kargil 232721

 • Police Station Kargil 232210

 • Manager SRTC Kargil 232394

} Travel Agencies
 Several Registered Travel Agencies organize sightseeing and camping in and 

around Kargil.

} PASHKUM:
 15 kms. from Kargil on the Leh road falls the historical village of Pashkum. The 

enchanting Ruins of castles on hillocks, reminds one of the past glories of the 
place. The forts now in ruins are:

} The Chuli-Khar

 The Chuli-Khar fort was built by Habib Khan, King of Pashkum (1665-1695).

 Its ruins can be seen atop a hillock in the Khardung hamlet. There used to be a 
polo ground at the foot of this hillock, by the banks of the river. People have now 
built houses and �elds on it.

} The Broq Khar
 The Broq Khar was built by Kheva Khi Lde (Aldey), Dard chieftain. This ancient 

fort is now in ruins.

} Mulbekh:
 Mulbekh is a small valley at a distance of 42 kms. from Kargil, on Kargil-Leh road 

(highway). It is a Buddhist village. The main attraction of Mulbekh is a 9 meter 
7th century rock sculpture of the ‘Maitreya’, (the future Buddha) and a 
Monastery with beautiful wall painting and statues. Among other ancient 
monuments there are remains of a fort. The Mulbekh Khar sits atop the 
Halo-bark cli�. On occasion it was the capital of the kings of Ladakh. The rest of 
the time it was the headquarters of provincial Governors. King Tashi Namgiyal 
(c.18th century) constructed this fort. It was set on �re during Zorawar Singh’s 
invasion (c.1835). Now it lies in ruins.

} Shargole:
 A picturesque village about 35 kms. on the right side of Kargil-Leh road with a 

mixed population of Buddhists and Muslims. The main attraction of Shargole is 
a small cave monastery perched in a cli�. The interior of this small monastery 
has very beautiful wall paintings.

 An exciting four-days trek from Shergole leads to Sura Valley passing through 
Sapi La and Rusila Passes, into the Suru Valley. Sapi, a high-altitude village, has a 
mixed Muslim-Buddhist population and lies between the two passes. From 
Rusila one can trek either to Sankoo or, southwards, through the glacier-to 
Rangdum village and monastery.

} Fokar Urgyen Dzong:
 In a side valley of Fokar about 8 kms. further upstream from Shargole is the cave 

monastery of Urgyen Dzong, the famous meditation retreat of Guru 
Padmasambhava. The hermitage is tucked away behind an amazing natural 
mountain fortress.

 Handprints of this great saint and some other natural �gures can be seen here.

 Devotees gather here on the 10th day of the 5th month of the Tibetan calendar 
to mark the birthday of the Guru.

} Rgyal Wakha:
 Further upstream of Mulbekh is the picturesque Rgyal village tucked away in a 

vertical cli� rising high above the lush valley �oor. From afar the village looks 
like a beehive and o�ers breathtaking view of the surrounding vistas.

} Bodhkharboo:
 Another spot of Tourist Attraction in the area of Chiktan is Bodhkharboo, home 

to traditional heritage of folk songs and folk dances. Serthod Dance is famous 
here, which they perform on New Year’s Day, ‘Losar’ and marriage ceremonies. A 
number of trekking routes diverge from here. Sangnak Chodling Monastery is 
also worth to visit.

} Henaskote:
 At a distance of about 85 kms. from Kargil, Hinaskote is another historical village 

with ruins of famous fort atop the hill. The village is the take o� point for the 
famous 5 days trek from Hinaskote—Kanji-Rangdum-(upper Suru Valley). There 
is also an old Lhakhang associated with Lotsawa Rinchen Zangpo (11th 
Century).

 New Tourist circuit in Kargil District (J&K)

 Brokpa Tribal Areas of Batalik, Darchiks and Garkone.

• Location and Topography.

 These villages are situated on the banks of the gorgeous river Indus. The Ladakh 
range of mountains run parallel to its eastern bank while last stretches of 
Zanskar mountain chain separates this valley with Suru river basin and Kargil. 
The valley is comparatively moderate and warm to bear a variety of fruit trees 
like apricot, grapes, apples etc. The whole of lower Indus valley is inhabited by 
the Brokpa tribals an isolated and con�ned ethnic group of Dard origin. They 
have a hitherto well preserved and unique cultural identity. Their dress, food 
habits socio-economic and day to day life is quite di�erent from other parts of 
Ladakh. Most of their social customs are peculiar. ‘Shukpa’ (pencil cedar) is used 
to purify one’s body, soul and households.

 There are festivals and ceremonies for every social occasion, be it birth, death, 
sowing or harvesting. In a weeklong festival called Bonona they recite hymns 
depicting their ancestor’s exodus from Brushel-Gilgit area and history of 
colonization of the present villages. It is believed to be an important part of 
their history.

 By belief the tribe used to follow a form of ancestor worship along with fairies 
and super natural things. Presently most of them have opted Buddhism and 
some villages profess Islam.

 The tribals here are very fond of �owers. Besides decorating their dresses with 
corals, beads, needles and coins, they essentially decorate their dresses 
particularly the cap with �owers and colourful ribbons.

• Approach.

 The entire valley remained as a restricted area for entry of foreign nationals. It 
has now recently been derestricted for conducted tours through de�ned 
circuits against Inner Line Permit. There is a well laid motor-able road 
connecting the valley with Kargil and Khalsi (Leh). From Kargil the road crosses 
over a 3800 mtr. pass Hambuting la.

} Shakar Chicktan
• Location and Topography

 Apart from being a separate administrative block of District Kargil, the valley of 
Shakar-Chiktan geographically and culturally holds a unique place in Ladakh. 
The valley is situated between the lower Indus and Suru valley.

• Approach.

 The Srinagar-Kargil-Leh National Highway runs across the upper basin of the 
valley entering through the lofty Namikala (3737 mtr.) and Fotula (4094 mtr.) 
passes. A 29 kms. motor-able road is now laid right up to the con�uence of the 
valley with that of Indus at Sanjak where a bridge connects the Garkone-Khalsi

 road at 55 kms., besides there is also a fair weather road from Lochum (at NH 1D 

The Deptt. of Tourism, J&K has an Alpine type mountain Hut with two double rooms 
and dormitory accommodation here.

• Parkachik (85 kms)

In the shadow of famous Parkachik glacier which descends down from the �anks of 
Nun-Kun and terminates in the Suru river. This village o�ers a wide range of 
adventure avenues around it. A short hike atop the Lagola/Parkachik La saddle at 
13000 ft, one can have a panoramic view of all peaks in the Nun-Kun Massif.

There is also di�erent formation of rock features for rock climbers. The tourism 
Deptt. has an Alpine Hut at this location which provides accommodation and 
catering facilities to mountaineers and trekkers.

• Gylmothongos (110 kms.)

This Himalayan grazing land is the take-o� point for Shafat valley.

Expeditions to Z-1 peak and other range of peaks are approached from this point.
A foot bridge over Suru river has been opened for tourists.

•  Rangdum (130 kms.)

At an Altitude of 3657 mtrs. Rangdum is the midway between Kargil and Padum. 
This wide valley serves as an ideal camping area in the Himalayan wilderness and 
perfect isolation. 

The chief attraction here is as imposing 18th century monastery perched 
picturesquely atop a hillock like an ancient fort. Two small hamlets are the only 

habitation in the area besides the monastery.

Rangdum is trekking base for Kanji-Hinaskote trek (5 days). Another adventure trek 
leads to Kishtiwar via glaciated Chillung-La. Another trek leads over Pizdongla to 
Lingshed on the Lamayuru-Padum Trek. Among the shorter treks the best one is a 
hike up to Penzila ridge (4401 mtr.) and camp opposite the majestic Drang drung 
glacier. Pony and Porters are available for trekkers.

A four roomed Tourist Bungalow and Alpine Hut is developed by the Tourism 
Department.

•  Penzila (160 kms. Alt. 4401 mtr.)

The highest point on Kargil-Padum road, Penzila is a picturesque table land 
studded with two alpine lakes surrounded by snowy peaks. The majestic Drang 
drung glacier with its awesome view dominates the scene. There is good camping 
site near the lake.

• Trekking in Suru Valley

Suru Valley o�ers a variety of trekking routes across the Himalayas with challenging 
experience. Some of the famous treks are:-

- Sankoo-Drass 2 days

 • Sankoo-Staqpa-Umba 5 hours

 • Umhala (3350 mtr.)-Camp Lamochan-Drass 6 hours

- Sankoo to Shargole 3 Days

Penzila lake



Places to visit around the Town

} The Baroo Khanqah:
 There is a medieval Muslim Shrine here. It is very popular and famous. It was built 

during the era of Hazrat Syed Muhammad Nur Bakhshi or Hazrat Mir Shams ud Din 
Iraqi.

} Goma Kargil: (4 kms.)
 Walking uphill on a well laid motorable road running through the slope, one can 

enjoy the superb view of the town and its surroundings, Central Asian Museum, 
Kargil a privately owned museum in Lankore area, displaying old artifacts of the 
Silk Route trade era is worth to visit.

} Poyen and Bagh-e-khoumaini
 Across the river Suru is situated the ancient village of Poyen. While walking 

through the village to the Plateau of Baghi Khoumaini, or the bypass, one can revel 
in the picturesque scenery o�ered by Kargil town and its surrounding settlements.

} Hundurman Broq:
 Hundurman Broq is an ancient village at a distance of around 10-12 kms. north 

of Kargil Town near the LOC. It is becoming popular among the visiting Tourists, 
as the village was captured by Indian Soldiers during 1971 Indo-Pak con�ict.   
The structural design of ancient buildings and museum of antiques/artifacts 
re-created at the village are certainly worth to visit.

} General Information.

 • Area : 14,036 sq. kms.

 • Population : 150000 (approx)

 • Language : Purigi, Balti, Shina, Brogskat and Zanskari

 • Ethnic Groups :  Baliti, Dard,  Tibeto-Dard, Tibeto-Mongolian.

 • Altitude : Average 3500 Mtrs.
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      Winter -5 °C -20 °C

      Rainfall  6” Annually.

} Accommodation
 Accommodation in all ranges both under public and private sector is available 

at Kargil and all other popular Tourist spots of the District.

} Medical facilities
 A fully equipped District Hospital of 100 beds operates at Kargil Dispensaries 

and Medical Aid Centers operate at all important stations and villages, besides 
many private clinics and chemists are available in the main market.

} Banks/ATMs
 • State Bank of India at Kargil District Headquarter, Drass, Shargole, Shakar
  (Chicktan) and Padum Zanskar.
 • Jammu and Kashmir Bank at Kargil, Drass, Sankoo, Akchamal,
  Trespone, and Padum Zanskar.
 • J&K State Co-Operative Bank at Kargil
 • ICICI and HDFC Bank at Kargil
 • Tele Communication Services

• Internet cafe’s and STD, ISD PCOs are available in Kargil Town.

} Important Telephone numbers in Kargil.
 • Kargil STD Code 01985

 • Padum (Zanskar) STD Code 01983
 • District Collector (Dy. Commissioner C.E.O LAHDC) Kargil 232216   

 • Foreigners Registration O�cer, (Sr. Superintendent of Police, Kargil) 232645 

 • District Hospital Kargil 232382

 • Asstt. Director Tourism Kargil 232721

 • Police Station Kargil 232210

 • Manager SRTC Kargil 232394

} Travel Agencies
 Several Registered Travel Agencies organize sightseeing and camping in and 

around Kargil.

} PASHKUM:
 15 kms. from Kargil on the Leh road falls the historical village of Pashkum. The 

enchanting Ruins of castles on hillocks, reminds one of the past glories of the 
place. The forts now in ruins are:

} The Chuli-Khar

 The Chuli-Khar fort was built by Habib Khan, King of Pashkum (1665-1695).

 Its ruins can be seen atop a hillock in the Khardung hamlet. There used to be a 
polo ground at the foot of this hillock, by the banks of the river. People have now 
built houses and �elds on it.

} The Broq Khar
 The Broq Khar was built by Kheva Khi Lde (Aldey), Dard chieftain. This ancient 

fort is now in ruins.

} Mulbekh:
 Mulbekh is a small valley at a distance of 42 kms. from Kargil, on Kargil-Leh road 

(highway). It is a Buddhist village. The main attraction of Mulbekh is a 9 meter 
7th century rock sculpture of the ‘Maitreya’, (the future Buddha) and a 
Monastery with beautiful wall painting and statues. Among other ancient 
monuments there are remains of a fort. The Mulbekh Khar sits atop the 
Halo-bark cli�. On occasion it was the capital of the kings of Ladakh. The rest of 
the time it was the headquarters of provincial Governors. King Tashi Namgiyal 
(c.18th century) constructed this fort. It was set on �re during Zorawar Singh’s 
invasion (c.1835). Now it lies in ruins.

} Shargole:
 A picturesque village about 35 kms. on the right side of Kargil-Leh road with a 

mixed population of Buddhists and Muslims. The main attraction of Shargole is 
a small cave monastery perched in a cli�. The interior of this small monastery 
has very beautiful wall paintings.

 An exciting four-days trek from Shergole leads to Sura Valley passing through 
Sapi La and Rusila Passes, into the Suru Valley. Sapi, a high-altitude village, has a 
mixed Muslim-Buddhist population and lies between the two passes. From 
Rusila one can trek either to Sankoo or, southwards, through the glacier-to 
Rangdum village and monastery.

} Fokar Urgyen Dzong:
 In a side valley of Fokar about 8 kms. further upstream from Shargole is the cave 

monastery of Urgyen Dzong, the famous meditation retreat of Guru 
Padmasambhava. The hermitage is tucked away behind an amazing natural 
mountain fortress.

 Handprints of this great saint and some other natural �gures can be seen here.

 Devotees gather here on the 10th day of the 5th month of the Tibetan calendar 
to mark the birthday of the Guru.

} Rgyal Wakha:
 Further upstream of Mulbekh is the picturesque Rgyal village tucked away in a 

vertical cli� rising high above the lush valley �oor. From afar the village looks 
like a beehive and o�ers breathtaking view of the surrounding vistas.

} Bodhkharboo:
 Another spot of Tourist Attraction in the area of Chiktan is Bodhkharboo, home 

to traditional heritage of folk songs and folk dances. Serthod Dance is famous 
here, which they perform on New Year’s Day, ‘Losar’ and marriage ceremonies. A 
number of trekking routes diverge from here. Sangnak Chodling Monastery is 
also worth to visit.

} Henaskote:
 At a distance of about 85 kms. from Kargil, Hinaskote is another historical village 

with ruins of famous fort atop the hill. The village is the take o� point for the 
famous 5 days trek from Hinaskote—Kanji-Rangdum-(upper Suru Valley). There 
is also an old Lhakhang associated with Lotsawa Rinchen Zangpo (11th 
Century).

 New Tourist circuit in Kargil District (J&K)

 Brokpa Tribal Areas of Batalik, Darchiks and Garkone.

• Location and Topography.

 These villages are situated on the banks of the gorgeous river Indus. The Ladakh 
range of mountains run parallel to its eastern bank while last stretches of 
Zanskar mountain chain separates this valley with Suru river basin and Kargil. 
The valley is comparatively moderate and warm to bear a variety of fruit trees 
like apricot, grapes, apples etc. The whole of lower Indus valley is inhabited by 
the Brokpa tribals an isolated and con�ned ethnic group of Dard origin. They 
have a hitherto well preserved and unique cultural identity. Their dress, food 
habits socio-economic and day to day life is quite di�erent from other parts of 
Ladakh. Most of their social customs are peculiar. ‘Shukpa’ (pencil cedar) is used 
to purify one’s body, soul and households.

 There are festivals and ceremonies for every social occasion, be it birth, death, 
sowing or harvesting. In a weeklong festival called Bonona they recite hymns 
depicting their ancestor’s exodus from Brushel-Gilgit area and history of 
colonization of the present villages. It is believed to be an important part of 
their history.

 By belief the tribe used to follow a form of ancestor worship along with fairies 
and super natural things. Presently most of them have opted Buddhism and 
some villages profess Islam.

 The tribals here are very fond of �owers. Besides decorating their dresses with 
corals, beads, needles and coins, they essentially decorate their dresses 
particularly the cap with �owers and colourful ribbons.

• Approach.

 The entire valley remained as a restricted area for entry of foreign nationals. It 
has now recently been derestricted for conducted tours through de�ned 
circuits against Inner Line Permit. There is a well laid motor-able road 
connecting the valley with Kargil and Khalsi (Leh). From Kargil the road crosses 
over a 3800 mtr. pass Hambuting la.

} Shakar Chicktan
• Location and Topography

 Apart from being a separate administrative block of District Kargil, the valley of 
Shakar-Chiktan geographically and culturally holds a unique place in Ladakh. 
The valley is situated between the lower Indus and Suru valley.

• Approach.

 The Srinagar-Kargil-Leh National Highway runs across the upper basin of the 
valley entering through the lofty Namikala (3737 mtr.) and Fotula (4094 mtr.) 
passes. A 29 kms. motor-able road is now laid right up to the con�uence of the 
valley with that of Indus at Sanjak where a bridge connects the Garkone-Khalsi

 road at 55 kms., besides there is also a fair weather road from Lochum (at NH 1D 

 • Sankoo -Thasgam-Barsoo 5 hours

 • Barsoo-Taket-Bartoo 4 hours

 • Bartoo-Rusila Base 4 hours

 • Rusila Base-Sapi-Shargole 3 hours

- Panikhar to Wadwan-Kishtwar 5 days

 • Panikhar-Wadwan-Kishtwar 
  Panikhar-Chelong Vallcy-Dunara (sumdo) 4 hours

 • Dunara (sumdo)-Bhotkal Pass
  (4600 mtr.)-Kanital camp 8 hours

 • Kanital-Humpet camp 4 hours

 • Humpet-Sukhnai Village 6 hours

 • Sukhnai-Inshan Village 7 hours

- Panikhar to Pahalgam 5 days

 • Humpet-Purmandal 5-6 hours

 • Purmandal-Gulol Gali (4400 mtr.) - Sheshnag 5-6 hours

 • Sheshnag-Chandanwari 5-6 hours

 • Chandanwari-Pahalgam (by road transport)

- Rangdum to Hinaskote Trek 6 days

 • Rangdum-Rugogdo-Kanjiia Base

 • Kanjila Base-Kanjila (5270 mtr.)

 • Camp-Kanji la Village-Hinaskote-Hinaskote-Kargil or Leh

- Rangdum to Kishtwar Trek 7 days 

 • Rangdum-Tashi Tongze-Chillung valley camp  7 hours 

 • Chilung valley camp-Chillungla (5200 mtr.) 5 hours

 • Chilung la-Sar Camp- Mandiksar 9 hours

 • Mandiksar -Metwan-Tatwoin 10 hours

 • Tatwoin-Yourdu 4 hours

 • Yourdu-Soundar 8 hours

 • Sounder-Ikhala 6 hours
  lkhala-Kishtwar by taxi

- Rangdum - Hinaskote Trek 5 Days

 • Rangdun-Rugogdo-Kanji Base 8 hours

 • Kanji Base-Kanji (5270 mtr.) 7 hours

 • Camp-Kanji village 4 hours

 • Kanji-Hinaskote 4 hours

 • Hinaskote-Kargil or Leh (By road)

- Rangdum to Penzila-Trek 2 days

 • Rangdum-Tashi Tongze-Penzila Base 4 hours

 • Penzila Base Penzila -Drang Drung Glacier 6 hours

 • Drang Drung-Rangdum (return) (2 hours by road tpt.)

} THE ZANASKAR VALLEY

One of the least known Buddhist kingdoms of the western Himalaya with a mean 
elevation of 12,000 feet, Zanskar valley is surrounded by Zanskar mountain 
complex on North to West and South West by the Greater Himalayan range and to 
the East by the Rupshu Plateau. Owing to its geographical inaccessibility this land 
locked valley has nurtured one of the last surviving cultural entities of Tibetan 
Lamaism. The ancient yet active monastic establishments are the centers of 
spiritual and social activities. These monasteries are treasure troves of priceless 
icons, frescos, scrolls and paintings. Some of the major monasteries in Zanskar are 
now accessible by motorable roads while other ones need trekking for a couple of 
days.

- Sani:

Sani (232 kms. from kargil; 8 kms. before Padum 11,560 feet) is a roadside village 
that has an ancient tree, a grove and a small spring. More important Sani has 
ancient and medieval frescoes.

- Padum:

(3,505 mtr; 240 kms. from Kargil sometimes spelled s as Spadum) This is the 
headquarter of Zanskar Sub Division and is 240 kms. from Kargil. There is a decent 
government tourist Bungalow and several private Hotels and restaurants. Today 
Zanskar has telephones with ISD, STD facilities.

• The Padum fort:

This used to be the seat of ruler and kings of ancient and medieval Zanskar. It is now 
in ruins. The Turkmen army of Mirza Haider Duglat captured and held it for a short 
period.

Attractions around Padum:

Several places of Tourist interest are in the vicinity and within walking distances.

• Pipithing:

1 km. from Padum is an impressive stupa atop the hillock a legendary demon is a 
good model of stupa architecture which holds commanding view of the triangular 
Valley.

• Karsha

9 kms. from Padum, it is the largest monastic establishment in Zanskar. The 
complex of white washed structures is imposing and can be seen from Padum. This 



Places to visit around the Town

} The Baroo Khanqah:
 There is a medieval Muslim Shrine here. It is very popular and famous. It was built 

during the era of Hazrat Syed Muhammad Nur Bakhshi or Hazrat Mir Shams ud Din 
Iraqi.

} Goma Kargil: (4 kms.)
 Walking uphill on a well laid motorable road running through the slope, one can 

enjoy the superb view of the town and its surroundings, Central Asian Museum, 
Kargil a privately owned museum in Lankore area, displaying old artifacts of the 
Silk Route trade era is worth to visit.

} Poyen and Bagh-e-khoumaini
 Across the river Suru is situated the ancient village of Poyen. While walking 

through the village to the Plateau of Baghi Khoumaini, or the bypass, one can revel 
in the picturesque scenery o�ered by Kargil town and its surrounding settlements.

} Hundurman Broq:
 Hundurman Broq is an ancient village at a distance of around 10-12 kms. north 

of Kargil Town near the LOC. It is becoming popular among the visiting Tourists, 
as the village was captured by Indian Soldiers during 1971 Indo-Pak con�ict.   
The structural design of ancient buildings and museum of antiques/artifacts 
re-created at the village are certainly worth to visit.

} General Information.

 • Area : 14,036 sq. kms.

 • Population : 150000 (approx)

 • Language : Purigi, Balti, Shina, Brogskat and Zanskari

 • Ethnic Groups :  Baliti, Dard,  Tibeto-Dard, Tibeto-Mongolian.

 • Altitude : Average 3500 Mtrs.

 • Temperature : Max.  Min.

     Summer 25 °C   8 °C

      Winter -5 °C -20 °C

      Rainfall  6” Annually.

} Accommodation
 Accommodation in all ranges both under public and private sector is available 

at Kargil and all other popular Tourist spots of the District.

} Medical facilities
 A fully equipped District Hospital of 100 beds operates at Kargil Dispensaries 

and Medical Aid Centers operate at all important stations and villages, besides 
many private clinics and chemists are available in the main market.

} Banks/ATMs
 • State Bank of India at Kargil District Headquarter, Drass, Shargole, Shakar
  (Chicktan) and Padum Zanskar.
 • Jammu and Kashmir Bank at Kargil, Drass, Sankoo, Akchamal,
  Trespone, and Padum Zanskar.
 • J&K State Co-Operative Bank at Kargil
 • ICICI and HDFC Bank at Kargil
 • Tele Communication Services

• Internet cafe’s and STD, ISD PCOs are available in Kargil Town.

} Important Telephone numbers in Kargil.
 • Kargil STD Code 01985

 • Padum (Zanskar) STD Code 01983
 • District Collector (Dy. Commissioner C.E.O LAHDC) Kargil 232216   

 • Foreigners Registration O�cer, (Sr. Superintendent of Police, Kargil) 232645 

 • District Hospital Kargil 232382

 • Asstt. Director Tourism Kargil 232721

 • Police Station Kargil 232210

 • Manager SRTC Kargil 232394

} Travel Agencies
 Several Registered Travel Agencies organize sightseeing and camping in and 

around Kargil.

} PASHKUM:
 15 kms. from Kargil on the Leh road falls the historical village of Pashkum. The 

enchanting Ruins of castles on hillocks, reminds one of the past glories of the 
place. The forts now in ruins are:

} The Chuli-Khar

 The Chuli-Khar fort was built by Habib Khan, King of Pashkum (1665-1695).

 Its ruins can be seen atop a hillock in the Khardung hamlet. There used to be a 
polo ground at the foot of this hillock, by the banks of the river. People have now 
built houses and �elds on it.

} The Broq Khar
 The Broq Khar was built by Kheva Khi Lde (Aldey), Dard chieftain. This ancient 

fort is now in ruins.

} Mulbekh:
 Mulbekh is a small valley at a distance of 42 kms. from Kargil, on Kargil-Leh road 

(highway). It is a Buddhist village. The main attraction of Mulbekh is a 9 meter 
7th century rock sculpture of the ‘Maitreya’, (the future Buddha) and a 
Monastery with beautiful wall painting and statues. Among other ancient 
monuments there are remains of a fort. The Mulbekh Khar sits atop the 
Halo-bark cli�. On occasion it was the capital of the kings of Ladakh. The rest of 
the time it was the headquarters of provincial Governors. King Tashi Namgiyal 
(c.18th century) constructed this fort. It was set on �re during Zorawar Singh’s 
invasion (c.1835). Now it lies in ruins.

} Shargole:
 A picturesque village about 35 kms. on the right side of Kargil-Leh road with a 

mixed population of Buddhists and Muslims. The main attraction of Shargole is 
a small cave monastery perched in a cli�. The interior of this small monastery 
has very beautiful wall paintings.

 An exciting four-days trek from Shergole leads to Sura Valley passing through 
Sapi La and Rusila Passes, into the Suru Valley. Sapi, a high-altitude village, has a 
mixed Muslim-Buddhist population and lies between the two passes. From 
Rusila one can trek either to Sankoo or, southwards, through the glacier-to 
Rangdum village and monastery.

} Fokar Urgyen Dzong:
 In a side valley of Fokar about 8 kms. further upstream from Shargole is the cave 

monastery of Urgyen Dzong, the famous meditation retreat of Guru 
Padmasambhava. The hermitage is tucked away behind an amazing natural 
mountain fortress.

 Handprints of this great saint and some other natural �gures can be seen here.

 Devotees gather here on the 10th day of the 5th month of the Tibetan calendar 
to mark the birthday of the Guru.

} Rgyal Wakha:
 Further upstream of Mulbekh is the picturesque Rgyal village tucked away in a 

vertical cli� rising high above the lush valley �oor. From afar the village looks 
like a beehive and o�ers breathtaking view of the surrounding vistas.

} Bodhkharboo:
 Another spot of Tourist Attraction in the area of Chiktan is Bodhkharboo, home 

to traditional heritage of folk songs and folk dances. Serthod Dance is famous 
here, which they perform on New Year’s Day, ‘Losar’ and marriage ceremonies. A 
number of trekking routes diverge from here. Sangnak Chodling Monastery is 
also worth to visit.

} Henaskote:
 At a distance of about 85 kms. from Kargil, Hinaskote is another historical village 

with ruins of famous fort atop the hill. The village is the take o� point for the 
famous 5 days trek from Hinaskote—Kanji-Rangdum-(upper Suru Valley). There 
is also an old Lhakhang associated with Lotsawa Rinchen Zangpo (11th 
Century).

 New Tourist circuit in Kargil District (J&K)

 Brokpa Tribal Areas of Batalik, Darchiks and Garkone.

• Location and Topography.

 These villages are situated on the banks of the gorgeous river Indus. The Ladakh 
range of mountains run parallel to its eastern bank while last stretches of 
Zanskar mountain chain separates this valley with Suru river basin and Kargil. 
The valley is comparatively moderate and warm to bear a variety of fruit trees 
like apricot, grapes, apples etc. The whole of lower Indus valley is inhabited by 
the Brokpa tribals an isolated and con�ned ethnic group of Dard origin. They 
have a hitherto well preserved and unique cultural identity. Their dress, food 
habits socio-economic and day to day life is quite di�erent from other parts of 
Ladakh. Most of their social customs are peculiar. ‘Shukpa’ (pencil cedar) is used 
to purify one’s body, soul and households.

 There are festivals and ceremonies for every social occasion, be it birth, death, 
sowing or harvesting. In a weeklong festival called Bonona they recite hymns 
depicting their ancestor’s exodus from Brushel-Gilgit area and history of 
colonization of the present villages. It is believed to be an important part of 
their history.

 By belief the tribe used to follow a form of ancestor worship along with fairies 
and super natural things. Presently most of them have opted Buddhism and 
some villages profess Islam.

 The tribals here are very fond of �owers. Besides decorating their dresses with 
corals, beads, needles and coins, they essentially decorate their dresses 
particularly the cap with �owers and colourful ribbons.

• Approach.

 The entire valley remained as a restricted area for entry of foreign nationals. It 
has now recently been derestricted for conducted tours through de�ned 
circuits against Inner Line Permit. There is a well laid motor-able road 
connecting the valley with Kargil and Khalsi (Leh). From Kargil the road crosses 
over a 3800 mtr. pass Hambuting la.

} Shakar Chicktan
• Location and Topography

 Apart from being a separate administrative block of District Kargil, the valley of 
Shakar-Chiktan geographically and culturally holds a unique place in Ladakh. 
The valley is situated between the lower Indus and Suru valley.

• Approach.

 The Srinagar-Kargil-Leh National Highway runs across the upper basin of the 
valley entering through the lofty Namikala (3737 mtr.) and Fotula (4094 mtr.) 
passes. A 29 kms. motor-able road is now laid right up to the con�uence of the 
valley with that of Indus at Sanjak where a bridge connects the Garkone-Khalsi

 road at 55 kms., besides there is also a fair weather road from Lochum (at NH 1D 

complex houses 150 monks, 8 temples, 2 assembly halls, valuable icons, artifacts, 
scrolls and Thankas. The foundation of this monastery was laid down by 
Phags-pa-shasrab in mid 11th century. A two day Festival with mask dances is held 
around mid July every year.

• Stongde

Stongde is around 15 kms. from Padum on the right bank of River Zanskar in 
between Kumi and Stongde in a stretch of about 2 kms. Near the con�uence of the 
Doda and Zanskar rivers there are a large number of boulders with primitive rock 
engravings.

• Zangla

35 kms. from Padum lies Zangla, where the Zanskar river, which leads from Padum 
to Zangla and then to Leh freezes so hard in winter that for a few weeks one can 
walk on it. This is known as the chadar. The trek from Padum to the motor-able road 
in Leh district can take a week. There is a nunnery nearby. There are no formal hotels 
in the village, but some families take in guests. Zangla acts as a base camp for 
trekkers in summer. The blissful old fort atop a nearby hillock, however, is Zangla’s 
main attraction.

• Lungnak and Phuktal

The Lungnak gorge leads to Kargyak on the way to Shingola which borders 
Himachal Pradesh. Between Padum and Testa is a huge cave called Phugtal, beside 

which a fairly big monastery. The famous Tibetologist Koros spent considerable 
time in this cave monastery, writing his celebrated Zanskar Chronicles. The only 
way to get to Phugtal is on foot or horseback. Phugtal is also known as the ‘Jewel of 
Zanskar’.

• Zongkhul Gompa

The meditation retreat of famous Indian yogi, Naropa around 10th century A.D. 
Zongkhul is situated in a side valley near Ating village and falls enroute 
Padum-Kishtwar trek. Naropa's foot prints are embedded in the rock here. It is on 
the old trading and trekking route from Kishtwar to Leh via the Umasi la. People still 
trek from here to Kishtwar. It is on the right bank of Stod river.

Adventure Tourism 

Trekking:

Some world famous Trans-Himalayan Trekking routes criss-cross Zanskar Valley. 
Most Prominent among them are:
- Padum to Manali Trek 07 days
 • Padum to Raru 06 hours
 • Ram to Purney 6 hours
 • Purney-Phugthal Gompa-Purney  05 hours
 • Purney-Kargyak 06 hours
 • Purney-Kargyak-Lakung (Shingo La Base (5100 mtr.)) 14 hours
 •  Ramjak-Darcha 7 hours

Zanskar-Drangdrung



Places to visit around the Town

} The Baroo Khanqah:
 There is a medieval Muslim Shrine here. It is very popular and famous. It was built 

during the era of Hazrat Syed Muhammad Nur Bakhshi or Hazrat Mir Shams ud Din 
Iraqi.

} Goma Kargil: (4 kms.)
 Walking uphill on a well laid motorable road running through the slope, one can 

enjoy the superb view of the town and its surroundings, Central Asian Museum, 
Kargil a privately owned museum in Lankore area, displaying old artifacts of the 
Silk Route trade era is worth to visit.

} Poyen and Bagh-e-khoumaini
 Across the river Suru is situated the ancient village of Poyen. While walking 

through the village to the Plateau of Baghi Khoumaini, or the bypass, one can revel 
in the picturesque scenery o�ered by Kargil town and its surrounding settlements.

} Hundurman Broq:
 Hundurman Broq is an ancient village at a distance of around 10-12 kms. north 

of Kargil Town near the LOC. It is becoming popular among the visiting Tourists, 
as the village was captured by Indian Soldiers during 1971 Indo-Pak con�ict.   
The structural design of ancient buildings and museum of antiques/artifacts 
re-created at the village are certainly worth to visit.

} General Information.

 • Area : 14,036 sq. kms.

 • Population : 150000 (approx)

 • Language : Purigi, Balti, Shina, Brogskat and Zanskari

 • Ethnic Groups :  Baliti, Dard,  Tibeto-Dard, Tibeto-Mongolian.

 • Altitude : Average 3500 Mtrs.

 • Temperature : Max.  Min.

     Summer 25 °C   8 °C

      Winter -5 °C -20 °C

      Rainfall  6” Annually.

} Accommodation
 Accommodation in all ranges both under public and private sector is available 

at Kargil and all other popular Tourist spots of the District.

} Medical facilities
 A fully equipped District Hospital of 100 beds operates at Kargil Dispensaries 

and Medical Aid Centers operate at all important stations and villages, besides 
many private clinics and chemists are available in the main market.

} Banks/ATMs
 • State Bank of India at Kargil District Headquarter, Drass, Shargole, Shakar
  (Chicktan) and Padum Zanskar.
 • Jammu and Kashmir Bank at Kargil, Drass, Sankoo, Akchamal,
  Trespone, and Padum Zanskar.
 • J&K State Co-Operative Bank at Kargil
 • ICICI and HDFC Bank at Kargil
 • Tele Communication Services

• Internet cafe’s and STD, ISD PCOs are available in Kargil Town.

} Important Telephone numbers in Kargil.
 • Kargil STD Code 01985

 • Padum (Zanskar) STD Code 01983
 • District Collector (Dy. Commissioner C.E.O LAHDC) Kargil 232216   

 • Foreigners Registration O�cer, (Sr. Superintendent of Police, Kargil) 232645 

 • District Hospital Kargil 232382

 • Asstt. Director Tourism Kargil 232721

 • Police Station Kargil 232210

 • Manager SRTC Kargil 232394

} Travel Agencies
 Several Registered Travel Agencies organize sightseeing and camping in and 

around Kargil.

} PASHKUM:
 15 kms. from Kargil on the Leh road falls the historical village of Pashkum. The 

enchanting Ruins of castles on hillocks, reminds one of the past glories of the 
place. The forts now in ruins are:

} The Chuli-Khar

 The Chuli-Khar fort was built by Habib Khan, King of Pashkum (1665-1695).

 Its ruins can be seen atop a hillock in the Khardung hamlet. There used to be a 
polo ground at the foot of this hillock, by the banks of the river. People have now 
built houses and �elds on it.

} The Broq Khar
 The Broq Khar was built by Kheva Khi Lde (Aldey), Dard chieftain. This ancient 

fort is now in ruins.

} Mulbekh:
 Mulbekh is a small valley at a distance of 42 kms. from Kargil, on Kargil-Leh road 

(highway). It is a Buddhist village. The main attraction of Mulbekh is a 9 meter 
7th century rock sculpture of the ‘Maitreya’, (the future Buddha) and a 
Monastery with beautiful wall painting and statues. Among other ancient 
monuments there are remains of a fort. The Mulbekh Khar sits atop the 
Halo-bark cli�. On occasion it was the capital of the kings of Ladakh. The rest of 
the time it was the headquarters of provincial Governors. King Tashi Namgiyal 
(c.18th century) constructed this fort. It was set on �re during Zorawar Singh’s 
invasion (c.1835). Now it lies in ruins.

} Shargole:
 A picturesque village about 35 kms. on the right side of Kargil-Leh road with a 

mixed population of Buddhists and Muslims. The main attraction of Shargole is 
a small cave monastery perched in a cli�. The interior of this small monastery 
has very beautiful wall paintings.

 An exciting four-days trek from Shergole leads to Sura Valley passing through 
Sapi La and Rusila Passes, into the Suru Valley. Sapi, a high-altitude village, has a 
mixed Muslim-Buddhist population and lies between the two passes. From 
Rusila one can trek either to Sankoo or, southwards, through the glacier-to 
Rangdum village and monastery.

} Fokar Urgyen Dzong:
 In a side valley of Fokar about 8 kms. further upstream from Shargole is the cave 

monastery of Urgyen Dzong, the famous meditation retreat of Guru 
Padmasambhava. The hermitage is tucked away behind an amazing natural 
mountain fortress.

 Handprints of this great saint and some other natural �gures can be seen here.

 Devotees gather here on the 10th day of the 5th month of the Tibetan calendar 
to mark the birthday of the Guru.

} Rgyal Wakha:
 Further upstream of Mulbekh is the picturesque Rgyal village tucked away in a 

vertical cli� rising high above the lush valley �oor. From afar the village looks 
like a beehive and o�ers breathtaking view of the surrounding vistas.

} Bodhkharboo:
 Another spot of Tourist Attraction in the area of Chiktan is Bodhkharboo, home 

to traditional heritage of folk songs and folk dances. Serthod Dance is famous 
here, which they perform on New Year’s Day, ‘Losar’ and marriage ceremonies. A 
number of trekking routes diverge from here. Sangnak Chodling Monastery is 
also worth to visit.

} Henaskote:
 At a distance of about 85 kms. from Kargil, Hinaskote is another historical village 

with ruins of famous fort atop the hill. The village is the take o� point for the 
famous 5 days trek from Hinaskote—Kanji-Rangdum-(upper Suru Valley). There 
is also an old Lhakhang associated with Lotsawa Rinchen Zangpo (11th 
Century).

 New Tourist circuit in Kargil District (J&K)

 Brokpa Tribal Areas of Batalik, Darchiks and Garkone.

• Location and Topography.

 These villages are situated on the banks of the gorgeous river Indus. The Ladakh 
range of mountains run parallel to its eastern bank while last stretches of 
Zanskar mountain chain separates this valley with Suru river basin and Kargil. 
The valley is comparatively moderate and warm to bear a variety of fruit trees 
like apricot, grapes, apples etc. The whole of lower Indus valley is inhabited by 
the Brokpa tribals an isolated and con�ned ethnic group of Dard origin. They 
have a hitherto well preserved and unique cultural identity. Their dress, food 
habits socio-economic and day to day life is quite di�erent from other parts of 
Ladakh. Most of their social customs are peculiar. ‘Shukpa’ (pencil cedar) is used 
to purify one’s body, soul and households.

 There are festivals and ceremonies for every social occasion, be it birth, death, 
sowing or harvesting. In a weeklong festival called Bonona they recite hymns 
depicting their ancestor’s exodus from Brushel-Gilgit area and history of 
colonization of the present villages. It is believed to be an important part of 
their history.

 By belief the tribe used to follow a form of ancestor worship along with fairies 
and super natural things. Presently most of them have opted Buddhism and 
some villages profess Islam.

 The tribals here are very fond of �owers. Besides decorating their dresses with 
corals, beads, needles and coins, they essentially decorate their dresses 
particularly the cap with �owers and colourful ribbons.

• Approach.

 The entire valley remained as a restricted area for entry of foreign nationals. It 
has now recently been derestricted for conducted tours through de�ned 
circuits against Inner Line Permit. There is a well laid motor-able road 
connecting the valley with Kargil and Khalsi (Leh). From Kargil the road crosses 
over a 3800 mtr. pass Hambuting la.

} Shakar Chicktan
• Location and Topography

 Apart from being a separate administrative block of District Kargil, the valley of 
Shakar-Chiktan geographically and culturally holds a unique place in Ladakh. 
The valley is situated between the lower Indus and Suru valley.

• Approach.

 The Srinagar-Kargil-Leh National Highway runs across the upper basin of the 
valley entering through the lofty Namikala (3737 mtr.) and Fotula (4094 mtr.) 
passes. A 29 kms. motor-able road is now laid right up to the con�uence of the 
valley with that of Indus at Sanjak where a bridge connects the Garkone-Khalsi

 road at 55 kms., besides there is also a fair weather road from Lochum (at NH 1D 

 • Darcha-Manali (by Bus in 7 hours)
- Padum to Kishtwar Trek  7 days
 • Padum-Ating (by road transport) 22 kms.
 • Ating-Huttra 6 hours
 • Huttra-Omasila (5434 mtr.) - Bujwas  10 Hours
 • Bujwas-Machail 8 hours
 • Machail-Atholi 8 hours
  Atholi-kishtwar (by road transport)
- Padum to Mentis via Markha valley 6 days
 •  Padum-Stongde-Zangla 4 hours
 • Chharchar La Base (5170 mtr.)-Chhup Chak  7 hours
 • Tomo-Tilat-Sumdo-Kurma Sumdo  6 hours
 • Kurma-Sumdo-Rebrang 5 hours
 • Rebrang-Rebrang La (3900 mtr.)-Thaltak Baho  5 hours
 • Thaltak Buho-Umlung-Nimlang  9 hours
 • Nimlang-Kongmaru La (5230 mtr.)
 • Camp below Kongmaru La  4 hours
 • Camp-Chhogdo-Marsdang-Hemis 8 hours
 • Chhogdo-Martsdang-Hemis-Leh  8 hours

In addition to the afore-mentioned treks, several internal treks are also available 
from Padum. Detailed brie�ngs about these can be obtained from the Tourist 
O�cer at Kargil, Leh and Padum. There are also several less beaten treks across the 

Himalayan range on the one hand and the Zanskar Mountains on the other. Guides 
well-versed with these treks can be engaged from Padum.

- Mountaineering

The Suru and Zanskar valleys are adorned with a number of majestic mountain 
peaks, which attract climbers from all over the world. In particular, the Nun-Kun 
massif serves as the focus of increasing mountaineering activities in the region. Its 
easy accessibility by road and the shortest possible approach to reach the base 
camp makes the Nun-Kun massif one of the most attractive mountaineering 
destinations in the western Himalayas. Nearby is the Zanskar massif with several 
challenging peaks surrounding the Drangdrung Glacier. This massif too is 
accessible by road up to the base of the glacier and the approach trek to the base 
camp is a day’s trek from the road head.

- Nun-Kun Massif

The most frequented climbing area, the Nun-Kun massif comprises several peaks, 
chief among them being Nun (7135 mtr.) and Kun (7087 mtr.). Kun was the �rst to 
be conquered in 1913 by the Italian mountaineer Piacenza, while Nun, the highest 
summit of the massif, was �rst scaled by Swiss climber, Madame Claude Kogan in 
1953.

The Massif falls on the Kargil-Zanskar road. It is approached both from Tangole (70 
kms. from Kargil) and Gulmatongo (110 kms, from Kargil), depending upon the 

Nun Kun Peak



Places to visit around the Town

} The Baroo Khanqah:
 There is a medieval Muslim Shrine here. It is very popular and famous. It was built 

during the era of Hazrat Syed Muhammad Nur Bakhshi or Hazrat Mir Shams ud Din 
Iraqi.

} Goma Kargil: (4 kms.)
 Walking uphill on a well laid motorable road running through the slope, one can 

enjoy the superb view of the town and its surroundings, Central Asian Museum, 
Kargil a privately owned museum in Lankore area, displaying old artifacts of the 
Silk Route trade era is worth to visit.

} Poyen and Bagh-e-khoumaini
 Across the river Suru is situated the ancient village of Poyen. While walking 

through the village to the Plateau of Baghi Khoumaini, or the bypass, one can revel 
in the picturesque scenery o�ered by Kargil town and its surrounding settlements.

} Hundurman Broq:
 Hundurman Broq is an ancient village at a distance of around 10-12 kms. north 

of Kargil Town near the LOC. It is becoming popular among the visiting Tourists, 
as the village was captured by Indian Soldiers during 1971 Indo-Pak con�ict.   
The structural design of ancient buildings and museum of antiques/artifacts 
re-created at the village are certainly worth to visit.

} General Information.

 • Area : 14,036 sq. kms.

 • Population : 150000 (approx)

 • Language : Purigi, Balti, Shina, Brogskat and Zanskari

 • Ethnic Groups :  Baliti, Dard,  Tibeto-Dard, Tibeto-Mongolian.

 • Altitude : Average 3500 Mtrs.

 • Temperature : Max.  Min.

     Summer 25 °C   8 °C

      Winter -5 °C -20 °C

      Rainfall  6” Annually.

} Accommodation
 Accommodation in all ranges both under public and private sector is available 

at Kargil and all other popular Tourist spots of the District.

} Medical facilities
 A fully equipped District Hospital of 100 beds operates at Kargil Dispensaries 

and Medical Aid Centers operate at all important stations and villages, besides 
many private clinics and chemists are available in the main market.

} Banks/ATMs
 • State Bank of India at Kargil District Headquarter, Drass, Shargole, Shakar
  (Chicktan) and Padum Zanskar.
 • Jammu and Kashmir Bank at Kargil, Drass, Sankoo, Akchamal,
  Trespone, and Padum Zanskar.
 • J&K State Co-Operative Bank at Kargil
 • ICICI and HDFC Bank at Kargil
 • Tele Communication Services

• Internet cafe’s and STD, ISD PCOs are available in Kargil Town.

} Important Telephone numbers in Kargil.
 • Kargil STD Code 01985

 • Padum (Zanskar) STD Code 01983
 • District Collector (Dy. Commissioner C.E.O LAHDC) Kargil 232216   

 • Foreigners Registration O�cer, (Sr. Superintendent of Police, Kargil) 232645 

 • District Hospital Kargil 232382

 • Asstt. Director Tourism Kargil 232721

 • Police Station Kargil 232210

 • Manager SRTC Kargil 232394

} Travel Agencies
 Several Registered Travel Agencies organize sightseeing and camping in and 

around Kargil.

} PASHKUM:
 15 kms. from Kargil on the Leh road falls the historical village of Pashkum. The 

enchanting Ruins of castles on hillocks, reminds one of the past glories of the 
place. The forts now in ruins are:

} The Chuli-Khar

 The Chuli-Khar fort was built by Habib Khan, King of Pashkum (1665-1695).

 Its ruins can be seen atop a hillock in the Khardung hamlet. There used to be a 
polo ground at the foot of this hillock, by the banks of the river. People have now 
built houses and �elds on it.

} The Broq Khar
 The Broq Khar was built by Kheva Khi Lde (Aldey), Dard chieftain. This ancient 

fort is now in ruins.

} Mulbekh:
 Mulbekh is a small valley at a distance of 42 kms. from Kargil, on Kargil-Leh road 

(highway). It is a Buddhist village. The main attraction of Mulbekh is a 9 meter 
7th century rock sculpture of the ‘Maitreya’, (the future Buddha) and a 
Monastery with beautiful wall painting and statues. Among other ancient 
monuments there are remains of a fort. The Mulbekh Khar sits atop the 
Halo-bark cli�. On occasion it was the capital of the kings of Ladakh. The rest of 
the time it was the headquarters of provincial Governors. King Tashi Namgiyal 
(c.18th century) constructed this fort. It was set on �re during Zorawar Singh’s 
invasion (c.1835). Now it lies in ruins.

} Shargole:
 A picturesque village about 35 kms. on the right side of Kargil-Leh road with a 

mixed population of Buddhists and Muslims. The main attraction of Shargole is 
a small cave monastery perched in a cli�. The interior of this small monastery 
has very beautiful wall paintings.

 An exciting four-days trek from Shergole leads to Sura Valley passing through 
Sapi La and Rusila Passes, into the Suru Valley. Sapi, a high-altitude village, has a 
mixed Muslim-Buddhist population and lies between the two passes. From 
Rusila one can trek either to Sankoo or, southwards, through the glacier-to 
Rangdum village and monastery.

} Fokar Urgyen Dzong:
 In a side valley of Fokar about 8 kms. further upstream from Shargole is the cave 

monastery of Urgyen Dzong, the famous meditation retreat of Guru 
Padmasambhava. The hermitage is tucked away behind an amazing natural 
mountain fortress.

 Handprints of this great saint and some other natural �gures can be seen here.

 Devotees gather here on the 10th day of the 5th month of the Tibetan calendar 
to mark the birthday of the Guru.

} Rgyal Wakha:
 Further upstream of Mulbekh is the picturesque Rgyal village tucked away in a 

vertical cli� rising high above the lush valley �oor. From afar the village looks 
like a beehive and o�ers breathtaking view of the surrounding vistas.

} Bodhkharboo:
 Another spot of Tourist Attraction in the area of Chiktan is Bodhkharboo, home 

to traditional heritage of folk songs and folk dances. Serthod Dance is famous 
here, which they perform on New Year’s Day, ‘Losar’ and marriage ceremonies. A 
number of trekking routes diverge from here. Sangnak Chodling Monastery is 
also worth to visit.

} Henaskote:
 At a distance of about 85 kms. from Kargil, Hinaskote is another historical village 

with ruins of famous fort atop the hill. The village is the take o� point for the 
famous 5 days trek from Hinaskote—Kanji-Rangdum-(upper Suru Valley). There 
is also an old Lhakhang associated with Lotsawa Rinchen Zangpo (11th 
Century).

 New Tourist circuit in Kargil District (J&K)

 Brokpa Tribal Areas of Batalik, Darchiks and Garkone.

• Location and Topography.

 These villages are situated on the banks of the gorgeous river Indus. The Ladakh 
range of mountains run parallel to its eastern bank while last stretches of 
Zanskar mountain chain separates this valley with Suru river basin and Kargil. 
The valley is comparatively moderate and warm to bear a variety of fruit trees 
like apricot, grapes, apples etc. The whole of lower Indus valley is inhabited by 
the Brokpa tribals an isolated and con�ned ethnic group of Dard origin. They 
have a hitherto well preserved and unique cultural identity. Their dress, food 
habits socio-economic and day to day life is quite di�erent from other parts of 
Ladakh. Most of their social customs are peculiar. ‘Shukpa’ (pencil cedar) is used 
to purify one’s body, soul and households.

 There are festivals and ceremonies for every social occasion, be it birth, death, 
sowing or harvesting. In a weeklong festival called Bonona they recite hymns 
depicting their ancestor’s exodus from Brushel-Gilgit area and history of 
colonization of the present villages. It is believed to be an important part of 
their history.

 By belief the tribe used to follow a form of ancestor worship along with fairies 
and super natural things. Presently most of them have opted Buddhism and 
some villages profess Islam.

 The tribals here are very fond of �owers. Besides decorating their dresses with 
corals, beads, needles and coins, they essentially decorate their dresses 
particularly the cap with �owers and colourful ribbons.

• Approach.

 The entire valley remained as a restricted area for entry of foreign nationals. It 
has now recently been derestricted for conducted tours through de�ned 
circuits against Inner Line Permit. There is a well laid motor-able road 
connecting the valley with Kargil and Khalsi (Leh). From Kargil the road crosses 
over a 3800 mtr. pass Hambuting la.

} Shakar Chicktan
• Location and Topography

 Apart from being a separate administrative block of District Kargil, the valley of 
Shakar-Chiktan geographically and culturally holds a unique place in Ladakh. 
The valley is situated between the lower Indus and Suru valley.

• Approach.

 The Srinagar-Kargil-Leh National Highway runs across the upper basin of the 
valley entering through the lofty Namikala (3737 mtr.) and Fotula (4094 mtr.) 
passes. A 29 kms. motor-able road is now laid right up to the con�uence of the 
valley with that of Indus at Sanjak where a bridge connects the Garkone-Khalsi

 road at 55 kms., besides there is also a fair weather road from Lochum (at NH 1D 

route of ascent allotted by the Indian Mountaineering foundation. Some 
approaches are also made from Parkachik (90 kms. South of Kargil) along the 
Parkachik glacier. The approach from Gulmatongo involves crossing the Suru River 
over a footbridge. The base camp can be reached after a day’s trek, both from 
Gulmatongo and Tangole.

Other known peaks in the massif are Pinnacle (6930 mtr.) White-Needle (5600 mtr. 
Z-1 (6181 mtr.) and D-41 (5600 mtr.). In addition there are many unnamed peaks in 
the altitude range of 5500 mtr. to 6509 mtr. in the same area.

The climbing period in the region extends from early June to mid-October, the 
main climbing period being June-August when most of the Himalayas elsewhere 
remain inaccessible due to the monsoon, while the Ladakh Himalayas are mostly 
una�ected.

Every mountaineering expedition has to obtain permission in writing from the 
Govt. of India through the Indian Mountaineering Foundation. A booking fee 
depending upon the height of the peak is charged and a liaison O�cer is deputed 
with each climbing team. A list of peaks and application forms etc. can be obtained 
from Indian Mountaineering Foundation, Benito Juarez Road, New Delhi.

- Environmental Protection.

The natural environment of Kargil is ecologically fragile and the survival of the 
inhabitants depends upon the land. As such, it is absolutely important that trekkers 
and mountaineers keep the routes and campsites clean and avoid disturbing the 
region’s delicate environment. Before leaving the camps, trekkers and tour 
operators should ensure that no garbage is left behind at the camp sites. Plastic 
containers and wrappers must be burnt, while other types of garbage should be 
properly buried. In this context it is advisable to follow the instructions regarding 
preservation of environment contained in the Indian Mountaineering Foundation's 
Publication.

While in the Himalayas - Do’s and Don’ts:-

- Evacuation of Casualties.

J&K Tourism initiates/co-ordinates evacuation of causalities by IAF helicopters in 
the event of accidents or sickness while trekking, mountaineering or river rafting in 
the remote parts of the state. This is, however, subject to payment of the 
operational cost of the helicopter. Written guarantee indicating the source of 
payment, full address of insurance agency and address for billing etc. should be 
furnished to the authorized o�cers while requesting for requisitioning the 
evacuation mission. Evacuation from anywhere in the Zanskar region needs about 
�ve �ying hours, while from the Nun-Kun region about four �ying hours are needed 
from take-o� to landing back at the air base. Besides the high operational cost, such 
rescue missions also call for daredevil instincts and a high degree of skill on the part 
of the pilot to �y at high altitudes, amidst rugged mountains. Hence rescue 
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missions are launched only as a life–saving measure after completion of the 
formalities. It is, therefore, essential that trekkers do not requisition aerial 
evacuation on non-emergency pretexts. Also helicopters cannot be requisitioned 
for removing deceased persons form the site of accidents; permission for helicopter 
evacuation of deceased is hardly given and the procedure to obtain such 
permission is very tedious. Evacuation of genuine causalities with guaranteed 
payment upon billing could be initiated through the nearest administration or 
Tourist O�ce.

- Acute Mountain Sickness.

As such there are no problems of Acute Mountain Sickness in and around Kargil 
proper. However for trekking and Mountaineering in the mountain one should take 
precautions. Acute Mountain Sickness can occur to anyone traveling to altitudes 
above 8000 ft.

The most common symptoms of Acute Mountain Sickness are headache, disturbed 
sleep, and loss of appetite, coughing, irregular breathing, lassitude and lack of 
concentration. One should avoid smoking and drinking alcohol till they get 
acclimatized. Getting as much rest as possible for the �rst 24 hours after arrival in 
the region is imperative. High Altitude Pulmonary Oedema (HAPO) and High 
Altitude Cerebral Oedema (HACO) are very serious forms of Acute Mountain 
Sickness which are life-threatening and require immediate medical attention. 
Please contact the nearest Hospital or Medical Dispensary in such cases.



Rangdum Monastery, Suru Valley

Harvest season at Garkun 



Upper Rangdum Valley

Nun Kun Massif from Purtikchey 


